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editor’s note

The glide
Over the past few months I’ve been fortunate enough to
try/demo/test/review a variety of different stand up paddle
boarding products from a whole host of brands and
manufacturers. Flat water sticks, race weapons, stand up paddle
surfers, windSUPs, riverSUPs, inflatables and so on – there’s a
huge variety of kit available to UK paddlers, which is fab.
It’s no secret, to the those who know me, that while I love (and in fact
indulge) all forms of stand up paddling, it’s waves that really float my
boat. And yet, since starting my SUP journey, the quest for ultimate
wave performance has left me feeling disillusioned and cold after
certain sessions. Sometimes conditions don’t play ball; other times I
might be feeling tired and sluggish – not firing on all cylinders.
Look at any social media stream, check any brand website or search for
any type of SUP surfing via Google and you’ll be confronted with skinny
young upstarts paddling über small sticks. Now I’m no twinkle toes,
falling somewhere in the middle weight category, and yet I can float a
relatively small stick (most paddlers who spend any length of time in
waves will be the same). But in doing so I’d begun to lose the whole
point of why I started stand up paddling – the glide.
Over the last few months I’ve been forced to ride kit that doesn’t
necessarily arc a sick cutback or allow for contorted lip bashing.
Instead my focus has had to stick with cutting a groove through the
brine and gliding along while standing tall – the whole reason many
get addicted to SUP in the first place.
While idly paddling along a few weeks ago it suddenly dawned on me
that the beauty of stand up paddle boarding is simply floating about
– something that may sound obvious to many. You don’t even need to
be exerting a massive amount of energy. Meandering along is
perfectly fine, and actually once you put thoughts of pure
performance to the side, also a lot of fun.
Of course the upper echelons of our sport will always be a goal – also
key to the continuing success and evolution of stand up. And while I
do enjoy gliding along in a daze, I’ll always return to wanting some
degree of performance. I’ve just realised that it’s OK to offset this with
mellower sessions and just be content being out on the water.
Some paddlers will never attain the heady heights of their heroes, and
yet this won’t (or at least shouldn’t) matter. Being a perpetual
intermediate, skill wise, but a consummate pro in terms of stoke
factor is the essence of SUP and why it’s so infectious.
Aspiration and inspiration is all well and good but don’t be fooled into
thinking you have to perform every time you head out for a sweep.
Enjoy stand up paddling for what it is in its most simplistic form –
gliding across the water, enjoying the outdoors and coming back to
the beach with a huge grin on your chops.
Summer’s now in full swing and it’s the perfect time of year to get
stuck into some stand up paddle boarding action – whether you’re out
in the surf or just cruising on the flat, it’s all good! Wax up ya stick,
apply sunblock liberally and just enjoy the glide…
Hope you’re all stoked on the second issue of the mag.

Photo: Paul Villecourt
www.villecourt.com/paul_fr/en/

Tez Plavenieks, July 2014
tez@standuppaddlemag.co.uk
@tezwoz
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Shout out to all those who helped with bringing the second issue of SUP Mag UK to fruition; thanks and praise:
Dave White, Rob Small, Jan Sleigh, Sonny Z Erdely, Steve West, Allan Cross, Tom Pattison, Stan Wheeler, Dave Adams, Sam Ross, Luke Green, Nick Watt, Wouter Ardern,
Jon Popkiss, Steve Thorp, Reuben May, Ian Kraft, Pierre Bouras, Julian Hatton, Emily Price, RRD SUP UK, Red Paddle Co, Nah Skwell, SickStick, Fatstick, Ainsworth
Paddles, Passenger Clothing, Nectar Sunglasses, Remix Distribution, Leashlok Hawaii, K4 Fins, Exocet SUP, BIC SUP UK, Paul Hyman, Aquaite, Fi Plavenieks and all the
brands and companies that have supported us so far; without you there wouldn’t be any magazine at all!
Cover shot. Antoine Albeau, Mauritius. Photo: Dave White (http://davewhite.me)
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Island style National
Gather a rowdy bunch of like-minded
individuals together, chuck in the
majority of the UK’s watersports industry,
let loose every man and his dog on the
water for some fun/friendly competition,
put on a spectacular display of night time
watery antics and throw in the mother of
all parties and what do you have? THE
must attend event of the year, that’s what!
The National Watersports Festival will once
again be hitting the shingly shores of West
Beachlands on Hayling Island on September
5-7. With a bigger and more action packed
weekend planned, this is THE one place you
definitely want to be whether you’re a SUPer,
windsurfer, kiter or kayaker.
Richard Marsh and his BSUPA team will be
looking after the stand up paddling side of the
event so you can be sure of a professionally
run format with all SUP needs well catered for.
There’ll be plenty of races to take part in and
lots of SUP goodies to demo and try out. Many
of the UK brands will be in attendance, making
it the perfect place to have a blend on all that
lovely, spangly kit as well as rub shoulders with
other paddlers and stars of the sport.

Here’s a breakdown of what
stand up paddlers can expect
this year.
●
●
●
●
●

●

Clinics.
Introduction to race boards.
Introduction to SUP surf boards.
Paddles and styles.
Comparing inflatable and solid boards –
pros and cons of each.
Taster sessions conducted throughout the
three days by BSUPA instructors.

It is all about like-minded enthusiasts coming
together to celebrate our sport or indeed have
an introduction to this, the fastest growing
watersport, but most of all have fun!

Provisional Schedule of SUP Events at
National Watersports Festival (NWF) 2014:
Saturday
BSUPA Race Series 5km race
Men and women
12.6ft race class only
Five laps of 1km course.

Sunday – Team Day
Teams of five consisting of two women
and three men are invited to take part
in a series of events over the day.

Battle of the Paddle
Men and women
Open class
14ft, 12.6ft Fun Class (non–race board,
both ridged and inflatable)
Five laps of a 1km course. At the end of
each lap competitors will land back at
beach then run a short distance along
to flag which they must round before
returning to their board to complete
next lap.
Saturday Evening Sunset SUP
Open class
We invite all those with SUPs to get on
the water for a mass paddle along the
Hayling shoreline in front of NWF site.
Taster sessions Fri, Sat and Sun
Race Director will be Richard Marsh and
assisting Race Director Paul Simmons.

For more information check out
www.nationalwatersportsfestival.com/participate/stand-up-paddle/
s
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5km Team Race
Five laps of a 1km course. Mass start.
All members of the team to enter. The
winning team will be decided when the
final and fifth member of the team
crosses the line. So it’s all about
working as a team, not just sending
your fastest person out first or leaving
some behind. Each team limited to a
maximum of 2 x 14ft boards and to
include 1 x non-race board per team.
Junior SUP 2km race
Boys and girls 16 and under.
Open class
Two laps of a 1km course.
Inflatable sprint racing
Heats of four or six (depending on number
of teams) on identical inflatable SUPs.
Simple 100m out to a buoy and back to
the beach. Each member of the team to
take it in turn to paddle course. Top two
teams proceed to next round. Teams with
the highest combined score will be
crowded winners of Team SUP Title.
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Watersports Festival 2014
preview
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In the

beginning…
Stand up paddle boarding is one of the easiest
watersports/boardsports/paddlesports to pick up –
fact! To excel though takes time, effort, dedication
and perseverance – those already initiated will
spend hours perfecting their art.
But what about starting?
How do you begin your
SUP journey?

Things to think about
Before you go tearing off into the sunset there are a few
considerations to have in mind before starting your stand
up adventures.
If you’re stepping to SUP from another watery discipline
then you’ll probably have some idea of how weather and
water conditions affect your time afloat. For the completely
green newbie it’s worth taking time to understand your
environment where you plan on taking those first strokes.
Diving in head first without being aware of dangers is a
recipe for disaster. There’s no harm in trying SUP by
yourself but fools rush in.

Coaching
If you want to learn quickly and progress rapidly the best
advice is to get some coaching. Being taught by a qualified
professional will see new paddlers up to speed quick as a
flash. Going it solo can take far longer and lead to increased
frustrations.
The adventurous may consider ‘back to school’ a load of
piffle and we hear all too often the phrase: ‘that looks easy,
what’s to teach?’ If nothing else, some initial coaching is
the most efficient way of developing technique from the off.
It’s a lot harder to undo bad habits and re-educate yourself
later down the line.

Words: Tez Plavenieks

In the UK we’re fortunate enough to have not one, but two
dedicated teaching programmes on offer – the BSUPA and
ASI respectively. Seek out an accredited school (there’s a list
on our website) with professionally qualified teaching staff.
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…
The kit
Modern stand up paddle boarding gear can
seem like a minefield at first. Most brands
produce a mind boggling array of equipment
that’s hard to fathom.

Board
Your first two bits of gear are going to be a
board and paddle – simple. Hiring could be the
best option to start with, to make sure you’re
keen to stick at it. After a while though you’ll
need your own kit.
An all round recreational SUP around 10ft, with
generous thickness and volume, is the way to
go. The main thing when buying your first board
is to not go too specialist. Instead hand over
your readies for a stable platform that allows
you to build on fundamental skills.
Ideally you want something durable and
resistant to wear and tear – stay away from
exotic constructions until later in your career.
You don’t necessarily have to go down the hard
board route either. Inflatables, these days, are
perfectly adequate for beginners and
intermediates – in fact some experienced
paddles use iSUPs in a variety of performance
paddling scenarios. There are benefits with each
type – some paddlers prefer hard types while
others choose the inflatable route.
iSUPs offer built in natural cushioning and, of
course, allow for easy storage and transport due
to their foldable nature. Hard boards meanwhile
can feel more planted under foot, without the
slight ‘give’ of an inflatable. As you progress,
hard boards will offer a tad more performance.

9
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Tips from the top
Top tips for the burgeoning
stand up paddler:
1. Start your SUP journey on
sheltered flat water.
2. Avoid hazardous conditions
such as big surf.
3. Learn to SUP on a big, wide
and stable board.
4. Use an adjustable paddle at
the start if you can.
5. Paddle with others.
6. Be safe – if in doubt, don’t
go out.
7. Get some coaching.
8. Join a SUP club.
9. Research as much about
SUP as you can.
10. Smile – this is fun!

Paddle
Without a paddle, SUP wouldn’t be the same. Your propulsion tool is arguably more
important than the board you ride. Of course, you need a platform to stand on, but
slightly more emphasis should be given to your ‘engine’.
Paddles of all shapes, sizes and materials are available – some costing more cashola than
your board. You don’t need to go daft but purchasing the best you can buy is good advice.
If you’re struggling with the idea of cutting down your shaft (which you invariably have
to do on fixed models) then you could consider an adjustable. This is especially useful if
more than one of you is going to be using it or you’re on a tight budget.
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Leash, apparel and other bits

Sam Ross

It’s important when out paddling that you have your board attached securely – after all,
this is your main source of flotation. SUP specific leashes are available that have been
produced with the extra weight of your sled in mind. Out of the two types – coiled or
straight – the straight version is fine for initial forays into the sport. In time you may
want both in your kit box.

Sam Ross is one of the
UK’s top SUP coaches.
Here he gives us his take
on the learning process.
Sam says,

Unfortunately the UK isn’t blessed with a tropical climate and therefore you’ll need to
consider your paddling attire carefully. In most instances a wetsuit will be the garment
of choice. If you’re considering paddling through the off season then a good winter wetty
will be key. Bear in mind, however, that during summer months you’ll overheat and
therefore something less thick will also be required.

“It’s all about kit,
location and
training.”

Neoprene booties, gloves and hood/hat should also be considered – particularly during
winter. Staying heated is the key to happy paddling and hypothermia should never be
underestimated. In time you may develop the confidence to paddle in only boardshorts
and rash vest.

Kit –
An all-round board is a
pretty good place to start
even if you already know
that you want to get into
surf or racing. This way
you'll build up a few good
basic paddle skills that
don't end up being too
board-specific.

More than one way…
As much as spangly SUP specific kit is available for aspiring paddlers to
choose from, there’s more than one way to skin a cat – so the saying
goes.
People have been known to start their SUP journey using any old
craft they can lay their hands on. Battered 80s windsurf boards,
rubbish spent kayaks and homemade odds and ends have all been
used.
While these modes of transport will never match dedicated bits
of kit, it’s no issue to start. In particular, if you’re looking to get
your kids into SUP the emphasis should be on fun – even if that
means falling in and splashing about. Pressure to perform only has
adverse and negative effects. The more of a laugh the whole process
is the better.

Training –
SUP is really accessible but
a bit of help at the outset
will give you a massive
boost. You'll be set up with
some knowledge and best
practice so you can keep
reinforcing good habits and
making sure practice is
productive. Pop into your
local school or head out
with the person that
introduced you.’

Moving on up
Having mastered the basics of stand up there’s a whole diverse bunch of areas you can
offshoot into. You may fancy racing or it could be waves calling. River SUP is growing
increasingly popular or perhaps it’s none of the above – maybe you’re happy just floating
about.
Whatever type of SUP you ultimately plump for is down to you as an individual – the
main thing is have fun while enjoying the outdoors and being on the water.
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Flat water and low wind.
The flatter it is, the more
you'll get out of it straight
away. Avoid places with
flow and try and get out of
the wind. It will give you a
good first experience and
you can focus on what you
are standing on rather than
what you are doing it in.
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You can find out more
about Sam by visiting
www.sam-ross.co.uk/sup/

Emily Price gives us
her experience of
learning to SUP:
Name:

Emily Price

Age:

22

Location: Powys
Local SUP spot:
Lake Bala and Borth
Average paddling duration:
Two hours
Sup goal:
To surf my first waves!

At the coal face
I had never heard of paddle boards before
my boyfriend Julian presented to me his
latest online acquisition - a Red Paddle
10.8ft SUP. At first it was a total mystery
and I didn't know what to expect, but off we
went to our local lake to try it out.
I imagine like most beginners my main
concern was staying on the board – the first
few minutes were spent entirely on my
knees. Now, since I grew up on a boat I like
to think water should be my natural habitat,
so not standing proud simply wouldn’t do! I
soon transitioned to standing, doing short
paddles and performing simple turns.
It was fun, but I soon tired. I wasn't relaxing
enough, my legs were all rigid and my
muscles quickly began to ache. I knew what

to expect for my second go however, and the
next session felt much better. Without fear
holding me back I now felt confident enough
to cross the lake – a distance of 1,200m.
Despite the wind picking up and a bit of chop
at half distance, I managed it without even a
wobble - and enjoyed a good workout too.
Seems like a great way to get fit.

I now can't wait to SUP
some more
I have since researched SUP techniques
online, and Julian is set to get a second
board - we are already planning to tackle
some gentle surf at the coast. What I love
about SUP is its versatility – what other
watercraft is at home on both a lake and in
waves, but rolls up into a backpack?

Thanks to Julian
Hatton, Emily Price,
Sam Ross and Luke
Green at Red Paddle
Co for helping out
with this article.
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Find your
comfort
zone

NeoFlex
A set of NeoFlex tops and capri trousers made of thin and
ultra stretchy neoprene bonded to a soft Thermospan liner.
Warm, flexible and simple, for a superb connection with
Wairoa women’s and Kaituna men’s models • NeoFlex
0.5 mm 4-way stretch neoprene • Flatlock stitched seams
• Soft Thermospan liner

the water. Extend your comfort zone with NeoFlex – at the
beach, the whitewater park or for active training sessions.

CENTRE
Spot…
Portsmouth Watersports Centre
All aboard! Portsmouth Watersports Centre
2014 SUP programme

Portsmouth Watersports Centre, based in the tranquil setting of
Langstone Harbour, Hampshire, has provided high quality
experiences and instruction in a range of watersports for over
45 years.
Sailing, windsurfing, kayaking, power boating and rowing are just a few of the many
activities on offer. Brand new this year is stand up paddle boarding.
SUP as a sport has grown all over the world – from recreational paddling to high end
competition. At Portsmouth Watersports Centre, the stunning paddling area can be
accessed at all times.
With colonies of seals, bird sanctuaries and scenic views, it’s always fun and exciting
to get out and paddle around. There are a great range of courses and sessions to take
part in or you can just come down and hire boards during pay and play sessions.
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Taster sessions
Not quite sure yet? No problem! Come along for a SUP taster
session. You can get to grips with equipment and basic
manoeuvres with friendly instructors. Taster sessions are a
great way to find out if the sport is right for you before
progressing to the BSUPA Ready to Ride course.

Ready to ride
If you’re ready to discover this amazing watersport, BSUPA
offers an ace way to get clued-up and confident out on the
water. You’ll learn all the necessary skills: paddling, turning,
stance and even how to fall! As well as all of the benefits that
come along with this course, you will also be entitled to join the
SUP tours which run from the centre.

Guided tours
Paddlers are led and guided around beautiful Langstone
Harbour, which is brimming with nature, wildlife, homing wild
birds and seal colonies. The
harbour, classified as a Site
of Special Scientific Interest
(SSSI), makes for an
enjoyable and interesting
location to paddle.

SUP fit/pilates
Bored of going to the gym
when the weather is great
outside? Come and join a
SUP fit class. Head out onto
the water and carry out
balance and stretching
exercises – focus is on core
strength and cardio fitness.
As well as all the courses,
weekend kids’ clubs for
sailing, kayaking and SUP
are also available. Massively
popular, you’ll need to be
book in advance. Various
children’s holidays camps
also run throughout school
holidays.

For more information on
any of our children or adult
courses contact us on:

Te l : 0 2 3 9 2 6 6 3 8 7 3
www.portsmouthwatersports.com
portsmouth.watersports@parkwoodcommunityleisure.co.uk
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Confessions of

Words and photos: Tom Pattison

My name is Tom and I’m a
stand up paddle boarder –
there, I’ve said it!
In the kayaking industry, this statement generally gets you laughed out
of the building. What I have come to realise though is that the people
giving you grief have generally never had a go on a SUP and are yet to be
enlightened about this new way to enjoy the water.
My first real exposure to SUP had been through videos of guys like Dave
Kalama, Chuck Patterson and Laird Hamilton surfing waves. Having tried
traditional board surfing and failed miserably, the idea of already being
on your feet as you drop onto a wave really appealed to me. I’d always
admired the gentleman surfers from back in the day on their long boards
combining fancy footwork with riding waves and making it look effortless.
However, it wasn’t until last summer that the opportunity to finally have a
go at SUPing presented itself. One scorching evening on Brighton beach
and the gang at Brighton Watersports offered to lend me a board and
paddle to go for a quick spin along the beach around the Palace Pier.
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personally really like that split second
feeling when you realise that you have just
pushed it too far, lost your balance and are
going for an early bath.

a kayaker

After this initial session I was hooked and
headed straight back to the beach at the
earliest opportunity to have another go.
From here the descent into madness
happened and I was quickly the proud
owner of a second hand SUP board – cue the
endless jokes and taunting from my
kayaking friends.

Kayaking background
Coming from a kayaking background where
you float around in an armchair, standing
up on a SUP for the first time can be an
interesting (and often hilarious) experience.
Every ripple and every breath of wind will
have you waving your arms around
desperately trying to keep your balance
before usually plunging head first into the
drink – much to the enjoyment of onlookers
on the beach.

The rest of the summer was spent playing
around, exploring the Sussex coastline and
figuring out exactly how to use the paddle
to maximum effect. This may seem like a
silly thing to say but it is amazing how
much difference it can make having the
paddle blade at slightly the wrong angle.
There I was thinking that I was a seasoned
kayak paddler and so would have no
problem paddling and getting the board to
go where I wanted it to go – but how wrong I
was.

Once you get over these jitters though, it is
amazing how quickly progression comes
and how rewarding SUP paddling can be.
When you have found your balance, you
feel stronger with each stroke of the
paddle and your confidence on
the board increases. Of
course, the inevitable
falls do happen but
it’s all part of the
package and
just adds to
the fun
–I

17
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Higher centre of gravity
Because you have a higher centre of gravity,
there is a lot more leverage transferred
vertically into the paddle as it touches the
water so you need to be a little more precise
with your paddle strokes than in a kayak.
Having the wrong blade angle as you
put power into your forward
stroke can cause the board
to move laterally and your
energy to not be used as
efficiently as it could be. In
addition to this, you should
also be aware of your foot
position and trim of the
board – and that’s
just the forward
stroke!
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There I was
thinking
that I was
a seasoned
kayak
paddler
and so
would have
no problem
paddling
and
getting the
board to go
where I
wanted it
to go but
how wrong
I was.

The pearl in the oyster
After experimenting with different strokes for a little while I decided
that it was time to get down to business, the real reason that I wanted
to SUP, the pearl in the oyster – time to catch a wave.

To m Pa t t i s o n
is brand manager for Perception Kayaks Europe but also
dabbles with SUP from time to time.

Unfortunately Sussex is not known as the Mecca of surfing, so unless
you’re prepared to travel to somewhere like Cornwall, you will need to be
ready to wait a little while until the conditions are favourable. And wait I
did, dreaming of charging down the face of a lovely clean wave,
executing a sweet bottom turn just like I’d seen the pros do, all the
while having the Hawaii Five-0 theme tune playing in my head. This
time, the bikini clad babes on the beach weren’t going to be laughing at
me, they would be blinded by the awesomeness.
The reality was a slightly different affair but nonetheless an enjoyable
one. After paddling out into some fairly small but clean waves I spotted
my peak coming in fast. With a nervous energy in my stomach, a few
quick strokes had the board in position, the wave picked me up and I was
off...for a swim! The grace and poise of the gentleman surfer was not
running through my veins but I was undeterred. Paddling back out I
spotted another wave coming my way and went for it. This time was a lot
more successful and I quickly found myself sliding smoothly down the
face, switching my foot position, leaning into a turn and it felt wonderful.
It was exactly the feeling I had dreamed of but possibly without the style
and grace. For the rest of the day I had the grin of a Cheshire cat that
could not be removed from my face.
It has been a little too windy for me to get out on the SUP recently and with
all the rain we have had over the last few months I’ve been back in my
kayak and exploring white water rivers, but I’m itching to get back on the
board as soon as I can. My plan for 2014 is to keep learning, improving my
balance, surf more waves and above all have fun on the water.
I don’t know whether having some knowledge of paddle sports gave me
an easier transition into SUP but I do know that my kayaking has
improved because of paddling a stand up. Jumping on the board and
going for a blast is also a great bit of exercise and beats going to the
gym any day. I heartily recommend that everyone, kayaker or not, at
least gives SUP a try once – but be ready to catch the bug because it’s
very addictive…
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Wild
and wonderful
Words: Dave Adams
Photos: Gordon B aka Crow

Expedition SUP in Scotland?
Why not I thought…
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It was on a trip to Mull a
few years back that I first
got a taste of exploring the
wilder parts of the coast on
a stand up paddle board.
As I swept along the Sound Of Mull on my
Starboard Big Easy, I started to think how
nice it would be to do a proper multi day
expedition – sort of sea kayak style but
standing. The perfect way to explore the
wonderful wilds of the Scottish coast?
A few weeks later I was back in the area with
my friend Gordon (Crow) from
songofthepaddle.co.uk. I had a more
suitable SUP, a Starboard Point to Point
14.8ft, on loan from TheSUPStore.co.uk and
all the lightweight kit I needed. Thirteen
kilos in all, including food.

We paddled 80 miles, over four nights,
taking in Lismore, Mull and Oronsay.
Crossing the Firth of Lorne and the Sound of
Mull and onwards into Loch Sunart. It was
an amazing adventure cruising around the
Hebridean Islands for days on a SUP.

Ardnamurchan
A few years later our next big adventure was
a circumnavigation of the Ardnamurchan
Peninsula. Gaelic – Àird nam Murchan –
meaning Headland of the Great Seas.
The Point is the furthest westerly part of
mainland UK. Even further west than Land’s
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End, it is exposed to some seriously big seas
and winds. There is also a huge volcanic
crater on Ardnamurchan – clearly visible
from the air.
To paddle a SUP around Ardnamurchan
would require some hefty planning and a
certain amount of luck! Ours would come in
the form of high pressure bringing light and
favourable winds (mostly) for the journey.
Planning really involves getting the tides
right, so we needed them in our favour. To
just head out there and attempt a trip
around Ardnamurchan without knowing
what weather and tide are doing would
virtually be suicidal. Food and water supply
is also a consideration. You need to have
just the right amount. Too much and it adds
unnecessary extra weight, too little and you
may run out – which would be disastrous.

Google map Ardnamurchan

It's not ideal carrying all the water you need
either. That would mean taking about 20

kilos of liquid on board, which is not an
option. I use a water filter in the form of a
Lifesaver Bottle – an amazing bit of kit that
can turn stagnant fresh water into the
drinking type in a few seconds.
Safety gear is essential. First aid kit, VHF
radio, signal mirror, personal locator beacon
(PLB), hi-vis vest or hat and buoyancy aid
(PFD). Spending days on end in a wetsuit is
not comfortable or practical and it means
carrying dry clothes on board for evening
wear. I use a drysuit which means more
warmth, comfort and no need to bring
spares.
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To just head out there and
attempt a trip around
Ardnamurchan without
knowing what weather
and tide are doing would
virtually be suicidal.

We got on the water later than planned so
when we got to the rapid, the tide was
already dropping and making it huge!
Gordon paddles a hybrid sit on top kayak
designed for coastal paddling – deeper and
drier than conventional SOTs and with
generous gear storage. Nice and stable, it
handled the rapid easily. Richard in his sea
kayak didn’t fare so well and was thrown
onto the rocks resulting in a swim. No real
damage or injury, luckily! I adopted the
kneeling position and attempted to run
through the middle but was also thrown into
the water. Not a problem on a SUP because
you just climb straight back on.

A back up SUP paddle and kayak paddle
comes with me on every expedition. There is
always the possibility that waves and wind
could become too much to handle standing.
If they do, I can fall back on essentially
kayaking my SUP. Sitting is only done as a
last resort because it’s just not comfortable
or as much fun.
The type of SUP you use is a massive
consideration. You really need something
that is seaworthy and can handle a mix of
conditions. The standard all round stand up
paddle board design is not ideal because of
the flat bottom. Ocean going boards are
more arched through the hull and usually
bigger in volume and length – the bigger,
the better in my opinion.
For this trip I got my hands on a one-off
custom Richmond Carbon 16ft – specially
designed to handle big chop/swell with gear
on board. The Richmond was also supplied
by Nick Watt of TheSUPStore.co.uk. (Thanks
for thinking of me!)
You can keep up to date with
Dave’s paddling adventures by
visiting http://ukpaddlesports.
freeforums.org/

And we're off...
Our trip started on the fresh water of Loch
Shiel at Acharacle. Acharacle is at the
southern end of Loch Shiel and the start of
possibly one of the shortest rivers in the UK.
The river runs for about three miles, then
drops down a huge rapid into the sea – Loch
Moidart.
Three of us – Gordon, Richard and myself –
met on Monday morning, when we planned
to meet the high tide at Loch Moidart. High
water would mean the rapid is deeper so
much less fierce. It’s the whole of Loch and
River Shiel funnelling through a small gap
about five metres wide.
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As soon as we were in Loch Moidart, we
turned left and headed west past Farquhar's
Point and into the sea proper.
We needed to cover about 15-20 miles per
day to complete our trip in three. Paddling
on open sea is nearly always slower – you
can expect to cover about 2mph on average
over a few days.
Our first campsite was on a secluded beach
at Kilmory. Always feels great to finish the
first day of a trip. It makes you feel
confident that the rest of the journey will go
smoothly.
The next two days would consist of some
huge crossings from point to point and
around the famous Ardnamurchan
Lighthouse itself. We had one leg on the
second day when a Force 4 offshore wind
kicked in making it very tricky to get to our
desired camp from two miles out – all of us
had a real battle on our hands.

Reflections
We dealt with this fairly well and the rest of
the expedition went smoothly – I’m sitting
here writing this with a warm glow at the
memories and surprised there were so few
‘issues’. Usually something goes
disastrously wrong on these types of
journey but I have to admit, this time it was
plain sailing…
The sense of satisfaction, knowing that we
paddled around a large, treacherous, wild
part of Scotland is huge and we will be back
again soon – possibly rounding the
infamous Cape Wrath.

Watch this space…
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Paddle-Boarding (SUP)
& Lifestyle company
offering adventures and
exploration throughout
Scotland
Start your adventure
explore@wildernesssup.co

0131 208 1154
www.wildernesssup.co

Check out our #paddleadventures at
https://vimeo.com/wildernesssup

Words: Steve West

Words and photos: Dave Adams
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Counter intuitiveness

for the SUP

instructor

ot so long ago, he paid an eyewatering £1,000 for a four-hour oneto-one advanced mountain bike
course in New Zealand. This led to partaking
in the latest thing, heli-biking, being dropped
off high on a mountain top and riding back
home – and you don't even want to know
what that costs. It reminded me of story of a
party of wealthy businessmen who had
chartered a game fishing boat in Cairns,
Australia, who, upon running out of beer and
recognising the gravity of the situation,
telephoned the local helicopter service and
had them fly out a carton of beer at an eyewatering cost.

N

The point? Well, maybe it's that you get what
you pay for or simply that there are people
out there willing to pay for excellence and
who have in place a different set of values,
governed by how much money they have to
invest. Club Mistral offer the same bespoke
service in some of their resorts, a ‘Prestige’
package for wealthy executives and high
flyers, who want peace and solitude away
from the eyes of others and this extends to
windsurfing and kiteboarding, in which they
have high levels of expertise. Which brings
me to the thrust of this missive.

Dumbed-down

An old school mate recently visited me in the UK
from Hong Kong. The antithesis of myself, he's a
fast paced executive in the clothing game. Short on
time, long on money, he loves his sport and has
interests in kiteboarding and mountain bike riding.
A natural sportsman, he's impatient and has a need
to want to learn any new sport quickly and doesn't
mind paying for it. He has an intolerance of
mediocrity, a view we both share with regards to
paying out for instruction, and it doesn’t take him
long to calculate the ratio of quality of experience
balanced with what he’s paid out.
27
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There is the worrying possibility that SUP
sport has in fact been dumbed-down to
the point where it’s quite possible it is
being grossly under-sold and therefore
under-valued by a very large segment of
society. Since the beginning of its
contemporary surge in popularity, it has
been universally promoted as ‘easy’ and
if not easy, then as a ‘core-workout’;
promotional catch cries which are the
antithesis of each other. This serves to
pay homage to the notion of dumbingdown the appeal of the sport to those who
are either simpletons or dumb enough to
think that it's actually possible to have
an 'easy core-workout'. The doubledownside to this logic is, of course, that
this line of approach will not work with
the more hard-core sporting element, as
they will see through such misdirected,
juxtaposed promotional nonsense.

Curious about SUP,
the sun shining and a light breeze blowing,
it was time to introduce my mate to the
sport. His level of interest was more or less
based on scepticism, not unbridled
enthusiasm. His view, like so many
thousands of others naturally gifted at
sports pursuits, was that SUP sport seemed
somewhat baseless and that learning
required no particular skill other than the
existence of a pulse, backed up by much of
the literature which continues to promote
the experience akin to being just above the
level of sitting on the couch watching
sport, rather than doing it.
Knowing his level of athleticism and
ignoring most of what all good instructional
organisations would deem to be ideal
conditions, we would take on a 4 knot crosscurrent, zigzagging weekend yachties and
power boaters, choppy water and an 8 knot
head wind. I opted to provide him with a
14ft MI Mistral iSUP, ZRE paddle and XM
knee leash. In short he was getting good kit
and further more, dare I say it, me. After
sharing a few pearls of wisdom, we set off.
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Starting out on his knees as instructed,
he paddled the first 500m, over the worst
of the choppy waters and current and
when clear of boat traffic, took to his feet.
He ‘paddle-wobbled’ while I gave a few
cursory lines of encouragement and let
him indulge in the much underrated
process of discovery learning. Twenty
minutes, three falls and a couple of swear
words later, we reached the beach we had
set out for.

Not ‘easy’
He was shattered and had a look of
incredulity on his face, which said it all.
Not ‘easy’ in fact. He had had an
epiphany that SUP-sport is in fact
anything but - though in truth, I had
made sure it wasn't, as the last thing I
wanted was to have him maintaining his
belief that the sport appeared pointless.
Falling off had elevated his experience in
connecting him with the medium with
which he was working and because the
water was choppy, you could visibly see
his legs shaking from the feet right up to
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conceived the blue print for their Ready to
Race courses for the Academy of Surfing
Instructors (ASI) and now working with the
recently formed Water Skills Academy Ltd
(WSA), I can vouch for the fact that many
instructors seem somewhat overly
protective of their students. They are
preoccupied with avoiding and limiting the
possibility that their students will fall in or
that, God forbid, they are confronted with
having to work hard to stay deck side.
Discomfort, it seems, must be avoided at all
costs during the learning phase. You have to
question if this is a virtue or a vice.

the gear box area of his hips. His upper body
was doing its level best to keep swinging
away to ensure momentum and pressure on
the blade. His heart rate had been elevated
throughout the experience, not just through
physical effort, but by the nerve impulses
firing heavy duty signals throughout his
body in an attempt to stay focused and
balanced.
We talked, we paddled home and by the
time I was finished with him, he was
converted to the fact that here was a sport
which was anything but easy, aided by the
fact I had set out to not make it so. I had
not over looked his pre-existing ability by
giving him a 10'6 x 36" board, nor
underestimated the importance of a good
paddle. I certainly was not going to provide
him with billiard-table flat water as a first
experience, which would be dull and
uninteresting and only serve to lend weight
to pre-conceptions that SUP sport is in fact
easy and, for many, not much of a workout.

Falling and retrieval
Perhaps this is born of the belief that falling
and retrieval and being challenged to
maintain balance is in some way a negative
factor. The reality may well be that adding
greater challenge and the definite
possibility they will fall, will in fact add to
the experience and dispel some of the
myths that could be detracting would-be
participants, rather than attracting.

Having conceived and written the
instructional training content for SUP Water
Safety and Rescue (with Chris Rea), the
Exposed Waters and Downwind course and
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Steve
West
www.kanuculture.com
Steve West is acting Brand
Ambassador and Consultant
to Mistral Red Dot Division
International. In addition,
he is Senior Consultant to
the Water Skills Academy
Ltd and Managing Director
of KANUculture
Publications. Author of
‘Stand up Paddle – A
Paddler’s Guide’, recognised
as the ‘SUP Bible’ across the
globe. He is a two-time
outrigger canoeing World
Champion (Molokai), past
professional windsurfer and
National Coaching Director
(Australia) and Consultant
to the Fijian South Pacific
Games Race Squad for over
seven years. Instrumental
in the establishment of the
ASI SUP (2011) Instructor
Courses in the UK and
Europe, he has been an
ocean paddler for over 35
years and remains an active
participant in both SUP and
OC sports.

Cotton-wool pandering
approach

along with a higher price tag for the service.
In doing so, you must delve into the past
sporting history of the individual and create
a structured approach which sets out to
spark their imagination and interest. One
way to achieve this, is to avoid making
learning overly easy and to ensure that
stabilising muscles are indeed being fired to
induce a reaction of the core muscles.
The net result can be electric; in so much as their body will be charged with
chemicals and electrical impulses in trying to stay connected with the board
and maintaining balance while swinging the paddle. Your student at session
end should, in short, be knackered and red-faced, their body surging with feelgood endorphins after their first experience – not so unstimulated as to be
bordering on an outbreak of narcolepsy. A soporific experience it must not be.
As SUP sport matures, so too should our
interpretation and approach to how it
should be promoted to those not yet
converted. This is especially important
when considering those who are already
talented watersports enthusiasts; or
snowboarders, mountain bikers and their
kind. As instructors gain in confidence, they
need to adjust their strategies for teaching
and hence for learning, so as to elevate the
first time experience and seek new ways to
not only create novel and captivating
strategies to hook their students, but
strategies that ensure students do not leave
with a casual indifference to the sport, but
feel fired up, challenged, elated and stoked
to want to come back for more.
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At the beginning of the evolution of
windsurfing, it was by default hard to learn.
Despite the level of physicality required
and more especially the skills required to
master it, where falling and retrieval went
hand in hand with the learning experience,
the sport flourished. Not because it was
easy; far from it. And there was not much
that instructors could do to make the
learning process much easier – it was hard,
period. When compared to the average SUP
sport first time experience today, you have
to question if the cotton-wool, pandering
approach, supported often in turn by the
industry’s obsession with making barndoor
stable boards, is in fact somewhat counterproductive, if not certainly counterintuitive, to what should in fact be a wetter,
harder, tougher, first time experience.
Much of this stems from the windsurfing
industry (now SUP converts) paranoia in
wanting to avoid taking SUP sport to its
extremes in nullifying the elderly, the
young and the women as it did with its
original core business of windsurfing.
However, in respect of the end-users actual
experience and even of intermediate
paddlers, the obsession with stability and
not falling off could well be hindering the
appeal and attracting the lower end of the
socio-athletic gene pool, whilst ignoring all
others – to the detriment of the sport.
What’s needed is broader appeal through a
broader approach to instruction; you could
even go so far as to run differing entry-level
courses based on pre-existing skills, easily
offered with a vivid imagination.
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Photos: Jan Sleigh, Renée Gallin and Frederic Salvanet

MALDIVES
Words: Jan Sleigh

To most the Maldives conjures up images of romantic honeymooners lounging in
front of peaceful lagoons, relaxing by the pool, sipping cocktails watching the sun
go down before going for a starlit dinner.
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MAGIC
However, to a few it’s the perfect destination to search out outstanding waves and
perfect flat water SUP spots, which can be found right next to the honeymooners
giving the perfect combo trip for stand up paddlers with partners.
33
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Pasta Point
Pasta Point is probably the Maldive’s
most famous wave, offering long perfect
rides and exclusivity to those who have
booked to surf and stay on the island.
For a change of scenery, and a righthander, you can take a Dhoni ride from
the resort to Jailbreak or Sultans. At
Sultans you can go left to Honkys – if
you wish.

Hudhuranfushi
North of Pasta Point and Chaaya
Dhonveli is Hudhuranfushi, home of
another perfect left – Lohis. Much like
Pasta Point you can walk out of the surf
to be with your partner, and perhaps
have a cold beer at the ready. You can
then join the island tourists who have
been relaxing and watching the surfing
entertainment while on their holiday.
Both Chaaya and Lohis provide perfect
flat water SUP opportunities as well as
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waves. The lagoons are clear and
shallow, perfect for learning, teaching,
or relaxed cruising. You can see the fish
and coral beneath you and watch Rays
flash by. Gin clear water doesn’t even
begin to describe it.

Fishing and diving
You can also explore a little and paddle
to a few small islands across the lagoon,
working up your appetite for the
mammoth evening buffet! The fishing
and diving potential is also amazing.
Using your stand up paddle board as a
platform for either would be a good call.
If you are wanting adventure and remote
island waves away from the
honeymooners, holidaymakers and other
surfers then take a live aboard boat trip.
While not having all the comfort and
trimmings of a four star hotel it will give
you access to some amazingly perfect
surf – all without the crowds.

With bigger period swells from the
Southern Ocean, some of the lesser-known
waves light up and give long, fun size
peeling walls as they wrap onto the islands’
surrounding shallow reefs.
In these more remote areas the only
spectators are the wildlife – be aware, as
out here if things go wrong you are a long,
long way from home or help. A wipeout,
over the falls, and foot landing on fin or
reef will result in a bewildering trip to a
local hospital for stitches – an experience
in itself and not one I would recommend.

Some of the waves on offer are machine
like in their perfection. Taking off in the
same spot over and over again is a routine
that is easy to get into, as is the 5:30am
call to be at the break for 6am. Surf for two
or three hours before breakfast, snooze a
while, then get a few hours in late morning
or early afternoon. Lunch, snooze again
and back to the break for another three
hours before sunset – you’ll be super tired
but extremely stoked that’s for sure!
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People fall in love and then go to the
Maldives; don’t wait for that – go to the
Maldives and fall in love with it!

Storm Rider Guide
Grab a copy of the Storm Rider Guide and
you can get a good idea of where to go for
waves, but when you arrive the exact name
of each spot you surf can be a little vague.
Some are well known but others are called
by their island or local name. On two
separate trips we surfed the same wave,
but each boat crew and surf guides we
travelled with referred to it differently – it
can get a little confusing…
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Taking a boat trip in the Maldives to surf
and SUP is a humbling experience. Not
because it’s a destination with waves of
huge power and size, but the sheer beauty
and serenity of the place, where you can
share and experience waves with a few
friends in the middle of the Indian Ocean,
is one that will stay embedded in your
memory banks for a lifetime.
People fall in love and then go to the
Maldives; don’t wait for that – go to the
Maldives and fall in love with it!

Maldives

Information

Maldives has two distinct seasons; dry season
(northeast monsoon) and wet season (southwest
monsoon), with the former extending from January
to March and the latter from mid-May to November.
The rare thunderstorm in the Maldives (especially
around the southwest monsoon months) can be a
welcome respite from the sun. Cloudy skies and slate
grey seas and crashing thunder makes up for lovely
reading weather. The warm temperatures will allow
you to go for a walk in the rain, a verdant, wet,
thoroughly enjoyable experience. For extra
exhilaration, take a swim in the rain - the sea will be
extra warm.

Maldives map

Time:
Capital island:
Total islands:
Inhabited islands:
Resort islands:
Population:
Major industries:
Currency:
Electricity:

GMT+5hrs
Male’
1,190
200
105
Approx. 350,000
Tourism and fishing
Rufiyaa (USD 1 = MRF 15.42)
240 AC

http://www.visitmaldives.com
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MINI Guide…
Crantock Bay, Cornwall
Overview
Crantock Bay is
possibly one of
the most
overlooked flat
water paddling
spots in all of
Cornwall. Sure, it
has its awesome wave break, which
will test the best on big days, but the
tidal River Gannel is the real jewel in
the area’s crown.

Hazards

Launching
After scaling the monumental sand dune that
separates the car park from the water you’ll have
either an arduous trek or short hop to the put in,
depending on the tidal state.
If you’re heading off on an exploratory mission
along the Gannel you can bypass the sandy hill and
scoot around the bottom, next to Rob Small’s
Crantock Bay Surf School set up. Emerging next to
the river, it’s simply a case of dropping your kit in
and sweeping off.

Summing up

You also wouldn’t believe you’re just a
stone’s throw from Surf City UK –
Newquay – which is just over the hill.

Conditions
Crantock is a swell magnet. Even with only a slight
pulse a wave unloads on the low tide sand bank.
During solid swells a reeling right hander peels off
the river mouth and provides some seriously fast
walls that can whomp the unwary. On mellower
days the spot serves up fun fast peaks that are
great for carving.
As the tide pushes in the River Gannel fills up and
offers paddlers a fantastic environment for touring
SUP, race training and recreational sweeping. When
the sun’s shining and all the blue and green hues
are reflecting back at you, it’s hard to imagine
being anywhere else.

As the River Gannel empties, a
fast flowing rip can suck the
unwary out to sea. Those in the
know use this to get out back
when the surf is pumping but
it can catch some out. The take
off area, although ample in size,
can get busy and other water
users will need to be taken into
account. If you’re heading up
the Gannel for a float you’ll
need to know the tide times –
this will make your journey a lot
easier!

Google map
Amenities
Crantock Bay is looked after by The National Trust
who provide and maintain the car park and toilet
facilities.
The village, a few miles back, has a couple of fab
pubs for après SUP refreshments and a small post
office that sells the essentials. On warmer days an
ice cream truck does the rounds on the beach.
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It’s hard to believe Crantock
is just a short skip from the
bustling party town of
Newquay. The sleepy quaint
village and easy going vibe
in the water is a million
miles away from other surf
spots in the area. Rob Small
and his surf school set up
has helped SUP (and kayak)
acceptance in the area,
making it a ‘must visit’ for
any discerning paddler.
With its superb surf
potential and flat water
touring options, Crantock is
a great SUP spot for all.
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Start Your ActionVan
Adventure Today!
ActionVan design & build bespoke CamperVan conversions for
outdoor enthusiasts. Check out our fantastic facilities on the Hamble.
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ActionVan 9, Eastlands Boat Yard, Coal Park Lane, Swanwick, Hants. SO31 7GW
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MINI Guide…
Llangennith, South Wales
Overview
A spit of land jutting into the Atlantic
from the South Wales coastline,
Llangennith has been the haunt for
many a hardened wave warrior over
the years. With its multiple choice of
put in spots, including open beaches,
sheltered flat water paddling options
and hard core wave spots, ‘Gennith is
perfect for stand up paddling.

located in this neck of the woods, although many
aren’t for the faint of heart.

Launching
There’s a long walk from the car park or campsite to
the water’s edge – especially at low tide. You’ll have
to trek over the sand dunes with your kit before
trudging towards the waves. It’s all sand, however,
with plenty of room for putting in.

Summing up
Llangennith offers a
massive sandy expanse of
prime Welsh surfing real
estate. Noted as an area of
outstanding natural beauty,
this part of Wales has many
fans and is perfect for stand
up paddle boarding.

Llangennith serves as the main indicator wave spot
for the whole of the Gower Peninsula. If it’s firing
here then chances are many of the other gems in
the vicinity will be cooking.

Llangennith itself is a swell magnet and picks up
waves born of deep Atlantic low pressure systems.
East winds are offshore and it’s not uncommon to
be faced with a seemingly impenetrable procession
of white water walls that are relentless with big
swells. The paddle out at Llangennith on solid days
will test even the best.
If it’s onshore or stormy at Llangennith then it
could be worth heading over to Oxwich that serves
as a bolt hole for when big winds whip up. And for
those who charge, the famous Gower Reefs are

Endless walls of white water
and large Atlantic surf can be
a problem on larger days – as
can rips and tidal currents.
If you decide to hit up some of
the other breaks in the area
then note where the dangers
lie as some breaks are quite
unforgiving.

After a full session of surf, and the seemingly endless
walk back, that après beer will feel all the more
deserved!

Conditions

But it’s not all about banging surf. During calmer,
flatter periods the bay offers fantastic touring SUP
opportunities with Worm’s Head just begging to be
explored. Heading to the right and you’ll find the
mouth of the estuary opening up – just watch the
superfast tidal flow that runs in and out.

Hazards

Google map

Amenities
Right on site at Llangennith is a campsite and
café that welcome the tourist masses every year.
Toilets and car parking are also available but
everything is done on a first come, first served
basis. In summer ‘Gennith gets super busy so it
may be worth hitting the beach early. Parking
charges can also be hefty in high season.
Ten minutes’ walk away from the beach you’ll find
the sleepy village which boasts quite a lively pub –
the King’s Head – in summer. Directly opposite
you’ll find PJ’s surf shop where you’ll be able to
pick up spares.
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Photo: Dave White (http://davewhite.me)

The Blue Chip
SUP School
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The First ASI
accredited SUP School
in Europe for Flat Water
and Coastal Open Water
conditions.
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Principle and head
instructor:
Brian Johncey

There is no substitute
for Knowledge,
Experience and Passion
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The Blue Chip
Board Store

Blue Chip has over 30
years of experience
driven knowledge, that's
why Blue Chip SUP
Store is the No1 SUP
Supplier in the UK.
Come and visit us at our
High Street Store, we
open at 07:30,
Blue Chip - more than
just an internet store
Blue Chip holds the
largest stocks of SUP
boards in the UK
We offer the best
package deals available.

www.BlueChipBoardStore.co.uk <<<<<<<<<<<<

MINI Guide…
Chichester Canal, West Sussex
Overview
Chichester
Canal is a
watery
stretch of
paddling
tranquillity
that flows
from the heart of this ancient market
town. A place to escape the south
coast chop during blowy weather, Chi
Canal is the perfect spot for those
wanting gentile flat water SUP fun, a
race training venue, plentiful fishing
grounds or just somewhere different to
sweep.
Conditions

Hazards

Launching
The easiest launch is after parking up next to
Chichester Canal basin, walking a few short steps to one
of the pontoons and putting in straight off the side.
There’s a relatively high drop so beginners and
intermediates will need to watch not taking a dunking.

Amenities
Amenities as such are lacking – unless you pay to
become members of the local canoe club, in which
case you can access their club house.
A pub sits overlooking the water and is a great place
for après paddling refreshments while the bars,
restaurants and pubs of central Chichester are only
a short walk away.

Hazards are few and far
between on Chichester Canal.
You’ll need to watch out for
fisher types as you paddle
along this stretch but most are
inquisitive and happy to reel in
and have a chat with you.
The canal basin gets busy with
strollers, dog walkers and
families. Be courteous as you
navigate to the put in with
your gear. Canal water in
winter can freeze as it gets a
lot colder than the open sea.

Summing up
Chichester Canal is a great
flat water SUP venue that’s
ideal for all levels of
paddler. Sheltered from the
weather, it’s the perfect
place to escape for SUP
missions during storms or
on sunny warm days.
For adventurous types it’s
possible to sweep the entire
length of the canal to open
sea. You’ll have to navigate
a few tight squeezes and at
points get off the water and
cross a couple of busy roads,
however, this is a fun route
for those with time on their
hands.

Google map

This location is extremely sheltered and as such
boasts totally flat water. In an area not known for
its inland SUP venues, Chi Canal offers respite from
the sometimes relentless chop of the open sea –
just a few miles away.
Pioneered on SUPs by Bill Dawes and Simon
Bornhoft, the canal is a natural habitat for wildlife
of which there is much to observe – nature lovers
will love it. With zero tidal flow to worry about and
very few hazards, other than fishermen, Chichester
Canal is a great flat water SUP location – perfect
for all round paddlers, racers or tourers.
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ob Small is noted as being a hard charging surfer. A Cornishman at heart, he
upped sticks and disappeared to Lanzarote for a number of years, but recently
returned to his favourite haunt of Crantock – only this time with a stand up
paddle board under his arm.

Smally isn’t just a wave head though; fully embracing the sport of SUP as a whole he’s regularly
out huffing downwind when south westerly storms hit. He’s also known to indulge in a bit of flat
water sweeping fun along one of the most underrated spots in the whole of the south west – the
River Gannel. An open minded individual who speaks his mind, Rob also offers sit on kayaking at
his surf school on the beach in Crantock.
Our Ed caught up with Rob to find out what makes a red bloodied Alpha surfing male suffer the
risk of ridicule from his peers and adopt a paddle.

Interview: SUP Mag UK
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ONE
SMALL
STEP…

K Photos: Julie Small
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When did you discover stand up
paddle boarding and what
made you decide it was
something you wanted to get
into?

How did you find SUP at first?
Were you mercilessly taunted
by your surfing mates or did
they respect your decision to
try something new?

Lanzarote is known as the
‘Hawaii of Europe’ – for good
reason. How was it tackling
some of those meaty waves on
your stand up paddle board?

I was selling surfboards for Tunnel Vision and
Bilbo, my sponsors at the time, and their shop
was next door to Tim Mellors’ in Newquay. Tim
would tell me all the benefits of SUP but I
didn’t want to hear, like most surfers.
Eventually we went for a paddle and here we
are now…who’d have thought. Later on John
Hibbard was a huge influence, he hooked me
up with some kit and showed me that SUP
was really four or five different sports. Both
those guys have been instrumental in the
sport’s growth in the UK.

SUP surfing is much harder and more
demanding than it’s given credit for –
especially by regular surfers. At first I couldn’t
even turn the thing around, paddling through
surf was a nightmare. I held the paddle like a
spear or a guitar for months. As a surfer your
water and board knowledge is there but you
have to learn about the paddle – it was a trip
to be learning so much after so many years of
surfing. As for the boys giving me shit? Water
off a duck’s back. I’m all for the banter but
have no patience with the sneering. We all
start these type of pursuits for fun – surfing,
SUPing, sailing or whatever. When the sticker
on your board or your inclusion in a certain
clique becomes more important than the joy
of riding waves and being in the water then
perhaps you should look at why you’re there. I
do have a chuckle at some of the more
contrived characters stalking the beaches.

Stand up paddle is well suited to bigger waves.
Increased mobility, vision, speed all aid riding
big waves. We’ll see a steady increase in stand
ups being used to ride big and giant waves. On
a local level just look at Nick Healy at the
Cribbar, Finn Mullen in Ireland and
internationally Kai’s performance at Jaws this
winter was amazing. On a less positive note,
the high board volume and paddle make for
brutal wipe outs and plenty of punishment.
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You can find out more about
Rob by visiting
crantockbaysurfschool.com

Did you get much hassle from
locals – known as being extremely
protective over their breaks?
The Canary Island locals have a connection to their
islands going back hundreds of years that needs to
be respected and understood. Lanzarote is a small
place and everyone knows everyone else's business
so when you’re part of the community you
generally find a way to get along. Learning the
language and a bit of culture and history will help
too. Surfing when it’s 20ft and no one wants a piece
doesn’t hurt either – but truthfully I try to be
mindful of the environment I’m in and the currents
flowing through it. I guess it’s a result of getting
older.
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What’s the heaviest wave you’ve ridden in Lanza on your
stand up and how do you approach those kinds of wave
with a paddle in your hands and an oversized board under
your feet?
I’m afraid I can’t tell you but I can say that the Canary Islands have some of the most
fearsome, demanding waves in the world and can have very serious consequences for
the unprepared. I approach them with respect and caution.
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‘The Rock’ is perceived as a hardcore surf spot,
with its myriad of gnarly reef set ups. Would you
recommend it to intermediates or should it
remain an expert only destination?

What’s your opinion of the UK’s SUP surf scene
as a whole? Do you think we could get to the
same level as the stand up paddle boarding
super powers of this world?

The marquee spots are really off limits to SUP surfers without a very
high level of experience and ability, preferably some command of
Spanish and a local contact. However there are plenty of other waves,
good coastal flat water paddling and some of the best downwind
surfing anywhere. In short it’s a SUP paradise and I miss it terribly
when it’s cold and grey here! Anyone thinking of going should contact
Christian Diaz at SUP Lanzarote, he’ll change their ideas of what the
island offers.

We have some good SUP surfers. Aaron (Rowe) has a great future. Guys
like Al Mennie and Tom Lowe can hold their own against anyone,
especially if it gets heavy. I just hope that SUP surfing avoids the
problems surfing has faced: lack of funding, lack of an integrated and
cohesive plan to raise performance levels, lack of ambition, vision and
confidence. We have some great surfers but our standing in Europe has
been sliding for well over 20 years despite positive developments like the
UK Pro Surf Tour. I mean, we have private companies supposedly
coaching the next generation of hopefuls and in reality they’ve achieved
almost nothing. It would be nice to see SUP surfing avoid these issues.
We need to sort out who our governing body is, what its motivations are,
what the perceived goals for the sport (all disciplines) are and how to
achieve them. It’s complex though because there are so many arms of
SUP and some existing organisations that have been involved for some
time. They will have a deserved sense of ownership and certainly won’t
want to relinquish control if things change. SUP is still uncharted
territory and growing pains will surely happen.

What made you decide to leave Lanzarote after
so long and return to the UK, and why did you
settle in Crantock? What makes that spot so
special?
I was over mortgaged on a property and the recession, la crisis, forced
us out. As fantastic as Cornwall is it’s very difficult to have some of the
best surf in the world on your doorstep and then have to adjust to

endlessly average Cornish conditions. I sometimes feel like I’ve had a
limb lopped off! Thankfully Crantock offers a lot and is the perfect
location for the school. We have good surfing waves on its day, a river
mouth break and an incredible estuary for flat water and kayaking.
We’re very fortunate that the National Trust work in partnership with
us and we have exclusive use of the beach. It might not have grinding
lava slabs but it’s not too shabby.

As someone who has a handle on both the surf
and SUP scene in the UK do you see more
acceptance from prone riders of stand ups?
Crantock, generally, is a pretty mellow place with all types of water
craft in the line up. Crantock has become the focal point of SUP surfing
in this area so there’s a greater degree of acceptance than at some
other spots, however, you still have to play the game and respect other
water users. As far as acceptance from regular surfers goes, it’s
actually irrelevant to me. I try to break down preconceptions and not
reinforce them but if someone isn’t enjoying their surf because a
stand up paddle surfer is there then that’s their issue.

How do you see stand up paddle boarding in
general here in Blighty? You mentioned before
you think it’s a subtly different scene to
elsewhere in the world. What did you mean by
this?
SUP is actually pretty healthy in the UK. It’s starting to penetrate
inland and coastal regions not traditionally associated with board or
surf sports, which has to be a good thing. Correspondingly there’s a
definite lack of respect and understanding in some areas. I think the
surf community can be very resistant to change, especially when that
change is viewed as a threat. I also think that some UK surfers mimic
attitudes expressed in the (foreign) media. Ultimately SUP is finding
its feet and is developing here at more or less the same rate as in other
parts of the world. Hopefully this will give us the ability to forge our
own identity within the global scene.
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UK SUP is steadily growing but it hasn’t quite
reached the heady heights it was predicted to
(yet). Why do you think this is?
Let’s face it, the UK is a cold Northern Hemisphere country with volatile
weather and unpredictable sea states. To get to a good level of
proficiency you have to be prepared to deal with this in pursuit of your
fun. It’s not for everyone is it? Expense is a factor too, not just the cost of
equipment but the secondary costs such as fuel and an investment of
time. The economic situation has been a factor too. The rewards are
worth it though don’t you think?
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Will SUP explode and
which areas of the
sport need attention
to help increase
growth?
I’m not so sure we’ll see an
explosion as much as a
sustained growth. Racing is
going from strength to
strength and recreational
paddling will only get bigger
as more folks realise what a
fun thing it is to do. SUP
surfing and downwind
paddling will grow too, but
these are more technically
demanding and I imagine
we’ll see growth there as the
average level of paddlers
increases. Perhaps we’ll be
looking back at these years as
‘The Golden Age of SUP’ before
the masses ruined it all!

What mode of wave sliding
transport do you choose
(mostly) for riding at Crantock
and your surrounding spots?
Do you still surf as much or is
it more about stand up
paddling these days?
I have everything from a 5.7ft groveler
surfboard to a 14ft downwind board in or on
the van. I’ll take what’s best for the
conditions or my mood on any particular
day. I’ve sort of stopped distinguishing
between surfing and SUP surfing – it’s all
just riding waves.

What’s your ideal SUP wave –
at home or abroad?
I like to ride the same sorts of waves on
SUPs as I do on surfboards.
A bit of push and some room to move. But if
it’s head high then that’s fine too. Generally
my favourite wave is the one I’m on.

Although you love Crantock,
and Cornwall in general, would
you rather be elsewhere or are
you happy to stay put now?
What, if anything, would
tempt you back overseas?
As much as I miss the Canaries I’m so tied
to this area through professional and family
connections that I can’t see another period
of living overseas soon. One thing that was
negative about the Canaries is that you
don’t want to leave such an idyllic life and
consequently you miss out on some other
opportunities. I only made my first visit to
Ireland this year – the 44 year old Irish
virgin!

You own Crantock Surf School,
which offers a diverse group of
activities. Surfers can
sometimes be narrow minded
and closed off to any other
form of watersport. What made
you decide to offer SUP and
kayaking alongside surfing?
Well I was already heavily involved in SUP
when I took the school on so that was a
natural step as the Gannel is probably the
best location for SUP on the Cornish North
Coast. The Gannel kayak tour we do has
turned into something more in depth. I try
to tell visitors about the history, flora, fauna,
Cornish place name meanings and the like.
They seem to enjoy it and I enjoy offering
something unique in this part of Cornwall.
Sit on tops are great with a little bit of care
and safety – another avenue for people not
attracted to surfing to enjoy the water.

Which is the most popular
sport at your school and,
broadly, what type of person
do you get coming along on
your sessions – kids, families,
young adults, ladies or other?
The school’s clientele is really families whilst
my higher end stuff is small groups and
individuals who have already some
investment in their chosen sport. Surfing is
still king. SUP is growing slowly and the kayak
tour is always fully booked, but then we only
work with small groups to preserve quality
and safety standards. I’m very interested in
higher end coaching and training both in SUP
and surfing and shall be introducing more
involved one off or periodic clinics with
specific goals. Watch this space!

Do you have any burning
stand up paddle boarding
ambitions to knock off your
bucket list – waves or other?
I’m itching to get to Ireland, Scotland and
the North East more. I don’t think it’s
compulsory to go to Hawaii for your big wave
fix or even credibility. Look at Al Mennie, a
world class big wave guy who’s never set foot
in Hawaii. I’m also suffering from a
downwind problem; I guarantee it’ll get
under your skin and become an obsession.
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Talk to us about your
supporters – Fanatic
International and ION – how
did their sponsorship come
about and what do you have to
do for them?
I was actually paddling around in good surf
at Gwithian filming for my friend Ol Beach,
lead singer of Yellowire. It was for the
Mercury Phoenix Trust and I was dressed as
Freddie Mercury, Wembley ’86, red piping
on the trousers, buckled yellow jacket and
duct tape moustache. The surfers must
have be spun out by the whole thing, or at
least thought it was a piss take. Anyhow the
surf was pumping and I was snagging a few
waves, one of which was good enough for
the moustache to take flight. Ant Baker was
on the beach and seemed impressed. He put
me in touch with his brother Nik who is
distributor for the UK and I’ve been with
them ever since. So a huge thank you to
Ant, Nik and Ollie. (I still wear the Freddie
outfit sometimes).

rather than a shaper. For sure it’s a shortcut
compared to pre-computer shaping but the
hard fact is that the numbers are the
numbers and if they work then the machine
will make a more consistently functional
board than by hand. However Fanatic have
guys like Luke Egan, Kyron Rathbone and
Belar Diaz on the team so they’re not
wanting for expert product analysis.

I don’t view my relationship with Fanatic
(ION or Volkan Watches) as sponsorship. It’s
really a form of employment. Clearly the
younger team members bring the highest
levels of performance, or innovation, to the
team but I think that with the older guys
there’s some heritage – a journey if you like.
Personally I think it’s as much about
connecting with people and being an
ambassador for the sport(s) as showing that
the product works and getting exposure. I
feel very fortunate to have this support
especially at a time when marketing
budgets have been smashed and team
riders have been losing their backing all
over the place. There are a lot of surf
instructors around these days.

Are stand up paddle boards as
performance orientated as
you’d wish? What would you
change if you could and how
would this benefit the average
stand up paddler?
Each board should be as performance
orientated as the rider requires, this is why
the prestige manufacturers like Fanatic
have comprehensive ranges. Honestly, the
levels of performance that we see today in
elite SUP surfing will seem normal in five
years and I think that design will be the
major factor here. Custom ordering will
become more prevalent at the highest levels
and it will be interesting to see how the
market and the brands adapt to this. At the
recreational level the boards we have today
are already covering all the bases and so
we’ll see less change in design and
production models will remain the best
option for the casual rider. Race and
downwind are a whole other area that could
just go crazy. Look at the 2014 Fanatic
Falcon; it sure appears weird but it’s one of
the best downwind boards ever.

Do you have any input into the
design process of SUP kit?
Fanatic require feedback from their team
riders. I’m not part of the R&D team but I do
make my evaluation and comments known
to them. It’s something that I’d like to be
much more involved in, I have so much
experience in surfboard design that I know
the numbers pretty well and certainly for
the surfing part of stand up paddle there are
parallels. With computer cuts and design
software it allows you to be a designer
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Do you have any
specific design traits
in mind to increase
your own enjoyment
of the sport?
From a wave riding
perspective I think we’re only
just starting to really figure it
out. Volume distribution,
foils, rail shapes and
volumes, bottom contours
and rocker haven’t been as on
it as they might have been.
There’s a wealth of
knowledge from the last 50
years of surfboard
development, much of which
can be adapted to SUP
surfboard design. Certainly
the idea that paddling
stability is derived from high
volume rails and flat deck
lines is changing. There’s
stability to be had by having
your rail lower in the water,
the trick is to get the board to
paddle well enough and be
stable enough to stand on it.
If you look at the very low
volume boards some guys are
riding at the moment they
don’t stand on them until
they paddle for a wave, surely
this is just surfing with a
paddle in your hand. A huge
part of SUP surfing is that
you’re in a standing position
whenever possible, let’s not
lose sight of that.

What do you love about SUP and what don’t you like so much
– if you could change one thing what would it be?
If you look at SUP objectively you see that it’s a way for people to connect with their
surroundings almost anywhere there’s a body of water. You have weekenders put-putting
about on the local reservoir, guys rushing white water rapids, surfing from 1ft little
peelers to massive Aileen’s, glorious long distance downwind runs and full on jock style
races. It isn’t just that older bloke on a 10.6ft any more. What other board sport is
impacting so many people over such a geographical and social range? And why change
it? It’s got its own impetus.

If you had to choose just one sport to do for the rest of your
life what would it be and why?
Wave riding.

Any final shout outs and acknowledgements?
My long suffering wife Julie, I love you! Fanatic, ION, Volkan Watches and K-66 – thanks
for believing in me. I also love good sipping rum, like summer in a bottle, my after
session vice.
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THE FiT PACKAGE

The Nah Skwell FiT 11’ is a practical friendly solution for Cruising, Fitness, and
Downwind, in a compact design. With the X-Paddle Cruise ‘Snap Lock’ Adjustable SUP
paddle making a perfect partner. The package is completed with 10ft, Kai Sports Pro
8mm coiled flat water leash, which features a prominent release tag and Key/Coin
pocket in comfortable cuff. Packages price £1099.00*

THE KOOL PACKAGE

With a classic surf look the Nah Skwell Kool is a true all rounder, as is the X-Paddle
Cruise ‘Snap Lock’ Adjustable SUP paddle. The package is completed with 10ft, Kai
Sports Pro 8mm coiled flat water leash, which features a prominent release tag and
Key/Coin pocket in a comfortable cuff. Packages price £999.00.
* Subject to availability until 31/5/14
Available from Kai Sports and participating Nah Skwell retailers
For more details/stockists contact Kai Sports on 023 8084 0777
http://www.kaisports.co.uk ● info@kaisports.co.uk

Fitness series
Kool series

SUP
RACING
Words:
Sonny Z Erdelyi

UP is such a great way to get on the
water and have fun, either alone or
together with family or friends.
However, more and more people are taking
this sport seriously and are keen to compete
against each other in races. In this article, I
will give you some ideas about how to
prepare for a race.

S

I assume if you are interested in racing,
you’ve already paddled on a SUP board. If
not, no matter how fit you are, I'd advise
you to take some lessons from a qualified
instructor to learn the basics such as knee
paddling, stand up paddling, board control,
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water safety etc. If you’ve got the basics
and you are able to paddle, now it’s
important to spend time on the board
learning the right paddling technique and
learning how to deal with the environment,
first on flat water then on the sea and the
ocean. There are many things out there to
cope with, for example; choppy water,
waves, different wind directions,
temperature and so on. It is also important
to learn essential board skills like how to
change direction without slowing the board
down, including the most common type of
turns, reverse kahi stroke or step back
(pivot) turns.
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prepare
to paddle!

experience and learn from every single one,
so you can improve steadily. In the early
stages, the number of races is more
important than the quality. Try to join as
many races as possible locally. If you are an
advanced paddler and have experience in
racing, then the quality comes as a priority.
Do fewer races in a season but make longer
and more advanced preparation for them.

Find a race

Once you’ve got the essential skills, let’s
find a race! There are many races held
within the UK, Europe and worldwide. You
need to be smart when choosing a race as
it's important to select the right one. You
need to be clear what you are good at and
what you aren’t. For example, if I practice on
flat water, I won’t choose a downwind race
as it would be out of my scope. You need to
think, “What can I achieve if I do that “If you are an advanced paddler
race?” If you’ve only just got into
and have experience in racing, then
racing in this sport, then don’t expect
results from the races initially. Go for the quality comes as a priority”
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Photos:
Dave White
http://davewhite.me

The race season is quite busy,
so often there is only 2-4 weeks to prepare
for a competition. To break it down: 1-3
weeks hard training and one week before
the race of reduced training to recharge for
the race event. If it's your first race, choose
one which is no sooner than six weeks away.
This will allow you to plan for two blocks of
three weeks; two weeks training, then have a
rest week. At the end of this third week, try
to simulate a race – you’ll learn a lot from it.
You might want to consider if the recovery
period on the third week was too much or
too little. You could learn about the right
type of nutrition needed during the training
period or the type of hydration required
when you simulated the race. Once you
know this, you can move forward to the next
three week block and adjust where
necessary, maximising the time available to
ensure you are fully prepared. Normally
training starts on a low intensity level with
higher quantity. Closer to the competition
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the intensity becomes the priority and the
quantity reduced. The warm ups, cool
downs and rests are essential parts of the
preparation. It is important not to over train
and allow yourself a break, if your body
needs it. Training is not easy, especially if
you are training alone, but remember each
session is a step closer to success.
If you have ever prepared for a race before,
you know your diet has changed at some
point. It is important to be aware of the
right type and amount of nutrition at the
right time. Before a training session I want
to be hydrated and fuelled. If I’ve had a
large meal, I avoid training within at least
90 minutes. I aim to eat low GI foods which
are broken down slower in the body so the
energy lasts longer. If you need to eat
before training, fruit will keep you going for
a while. During paddling I always take
hydration with me in the form of water or an
isotonic drink. After a session, I eat within
30 minutes which aids a quicker recovery.
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Energised again
At the beginning of the week before a race, I
normally feel tired after the previous week’s
hard training so my primary aim is to get
energised again. I still paddle, but a reduced
amount. I practice board skills and turns
and stretch out my muscles. Normally two
days before the race I don’t paddle and the
day before, I have an easy recovery session.
Hopefully, I begin to feel my energy come
back and although I want to train more this
week, I have to save myself for the race. Try
not to fall in the trap, when feeling strong, of
training for the race at the last minute, as all

you will achieve is to get tired for the
competition. I also spend some time
checking the weather and the conditions for
the race and prepare my food and hydration.
It is also useful to make sure your kit is
ready (board, paddle, fin, leash, clothes for
different weather conditions) and if
anything’s missing you can still get it
before the race. Nutrition wise, I want to
make sure I eat enough and be recharged
for the competition, but I wouldn't change
anything in the diet at this point as the
body might find it difficult to adjust.

I have to save myself
for the race. Try not to
fall in the trap, when
feeling strong, of
training for the race at
the last minute,
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The day before the race, I make sure I have
enough calorie intake, have an early night
and a good sleep. If you prepare your kit in
advance and have everything ready, you will

It is important to listen carefully at
the briefing and ask questions if
something is not clear
be more relaxed for the race, which is
essential. Have a plan for your food in
advance; when, what and how much to eat.

Register first
When you arrive at the venue, register first,
then find out more about the event and the
facilities. Where is the changing room,
board dropping area, place for the briefing,
the schedule of the race? Look around,
negotiate the weather and water conditions,
and if you have time, go for a little paddle.
Usually, the briefing is right before the start
of the race, so get your kit ready and once
the briefing is over, start warming up
straight away. It is important to listen
carefully at the briefing and ask questions if
something is not clear. Before the race, don’t
be afraid of using your energy for warm up,
this is a good investment. You may feel a bit
nervous, but as soon as the race starts this
feeling will go.
The start is like a sprint race and then the
riders normally paddle in a ‘chain’ using
each other’s washes. It's important to do a
strong start and stay calm, keeping alert
throughout the race.
When you’ve finished, it's good to cool down
and stretch out your muscles, especially if
there’s another race on the same day, as it
will help you recover quicker. Eating straight
after also helps in the recovery. Take your
time to evaluate the race, what went well,
want didn't go quite as planned.
Take one or two days off from training after
the race and if you haven't yet, choose
another race and start your preparation. If
you decide you don't want to race for a
while then cool down for a week with easy
paddles, stretching etc. but watch your
calorie intake if you train less as you could
easily gain weight.
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RACE-BRED PERFORMANCE
AND EVERYDAY PRACTICALITY.

One
The Inflatable Naish ONE 12’6" is the ultimate all-around SUP board for paddlers of all ages
and is ideal for flatwater adventures, cruising with friends and recreational & competitive
N1SCO ONE design racing.
In the ever-changing world of SUP design, the ONE offers a breath of fresh air with a timeless design that you can learn to SUP with and never outgrow. The ONE design concepts
offers a level playing field where costs are limited. Whether you’re 100 lbs or 200 lbs, the
ONE is the perfect size for paddlers of all weights and skill levels.
The ONE takes just minutes to set up and break down and even fits in the trunk of your car.
Finally, an easy way to take stand up paddling anywhere!
The ONE has no boundaries and neither should you.

Naish International
SUP Class Organization
The Naish ONE race formats are exciting, accessible, simple to set
up and fun! All disciplines are easy to follow for spectators, the
action is right there in front of everyone and it is thrilling to watch.
There’s something for everyone, non-stop action on the water and
events can happen in a day.

go to:

n1sco.com
for upcoming events near you

Kubus Sports UK
sales@kubus-sports.nl
07748 18 64 02
NaishStandUpPaddling
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flows
through it…
Nantes is a big old French city that occupies
land along the Loire River in the west of the
country. One of the major hubs in the historic
province of Brittany, and the ancient Duchy of
Brittany, it’s easily accessible to us Brits. Just
a short hop over the Channel by ferry before
booting it on to the final destination.
Time Magazine voted Nantes as ‘the most liveable city in Europe’ in
2004 and it’s noted for its innovation across multiple economic
sectors and cosmopolitan personality. As with any French
metropolis, there’s an abundance of hustle and bustle and visitors
can while away the hours observing all the busy goings on.
63
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Stand up paddle boarding in this neck of the
woods is very much on the cards. West coast
surf that pounds shorelines speaks for itself
and there are plenty of options for rip, shred
‘n’ tear. But flat water is also available – in
particular the Edre, a tributary of the
mighty Loire that runs through the heart of
the city, is doable for a spot of SUP.
From a scenic point of view it’s a great
location with plenty of historical sites to see
from the unique angle of your paddle board.
If you’re considering putting in anywhere
along its length you’ll need to make sure
you’re able to launch without causing issue.
It’s worth checking local rules and
regulations before heading off. In places,
particularly close to commercial hubs, the
river gets very busy with boat traffic – it
might not be a good idea to venture here.
Some of the quieter areas, such as those
shown in the accompanying pictures, are
fine though.

Nantes isn’t your only SUP port of call in
this area. After all there’s so much more
stand up paddling opportunity waiting to be
discovered – inland and sea. But if you find
yourself in the city then it’s worth stopping
off for a look and checking out the flat water
potential.
The photo gallery from Pierre Bouras with
riders Angélique Audran, Maxime Boutet,
Benoit Coulon, Stéphane de Renty, Antoine
Huet, Sylvain Jimenez, Fiona Hengoat,
Erwan Le Cloirec, Alex Morin, Anne-Sophie
Polard and David Vincent, should give a
flavour of what you can expect. We’re sure
you’ll agree it looks idyllic and is definitely
worth hitting up if you’re ever that way.
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There are plenty of options
for rip, shred ‘n’ tear.

But flat water is also available
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Parkinson’s?
What Parkinson’s
Words and photos: Stan Wheeler/Tez Plavenieks

Parkinson’s Disease is a life
changing condition that many
people believe can put paid to
any kind of watery activity – in
fact sport in general. Yet Stan
Wheeler, a long time Hayling
Island local, is a shining example
of how you just can’t keep a
good man down.
Stan
When our Editor asked me to write this
article, we were both heading out to the
sandbank off Hayling – he on a brightly
coloured board and me on a well worn
Starboard Whopper.
Now Tez doesn’t mince words and matter of
factly asked, “Would you like to write about
the effects of Parkinson’s Disease on your
SUP habits?”

I suppose most people have this idea that
Parkinson’s is for old folk and that sufferers
shake, stumble and fall. Well I guess that’s
partly true but correct medication, regular
exercise (preferably something you like
helps a great deal) and understanding your
own limits is a good way to help reduce
effects. (Any sport is feasable – mine is and
always has been of a wet medium. Being on
it, not in it!)
I first noticed I had a problem over 12 years
ago. I went to open a cupboard door and
missed it by about three feet. This kept
happening so I went to the docs. His
diagnosis shattered my world – at that time I
was really into windsurfing and I kept
pushing myself, trying different gadgets
(mostly rubbish American inventions) to keep
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going. Gybing became a nightmare,
switching feet was a joke, the front foot
decided to join in about five seconds later and
changing hand position ended in a dunking. I
persevered for a couple of years until this
huge surfboard landed on our shores. It will
never catch on I thought (how wrong can you
be?). Doing this zig zag line across the ocean,
with only one paddle blade, was ludicrous.
Everybody knows you need two to go in
a straight line – right?
During this time improvements in
Parkinson’s medication and
consultant understanding enabled a
vast increase in mobility across all age
groups. Parkinson’s is always thought of
as an old person’s illness but this is not the
case. There is no selection process and all
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age groups can be affected. Parkinson’s is a
neurological condition which affects the brain.
The old grey matter is supposed to generate
dopamine but does not make enough. This can
cause a lack of balance, the legs freeze and
stumbling occurs. Most noticeable is the
shaking of arms, hands and legs. Some people
develop a dead pan face – i.e. very little
expression – but the one thing that remains
unaffected is your humour!

Te z
I’ve known Stan for a long time – ever since the wife and I moved to Hayling
Island in 2005. He was one of the first characters that I started seeing
regularly and one of the friendliest. At that time, as he details, his passion
was windsurfing and regularly he’d be at the beach come rain, snow or shine.
A super approachable fellow, I started to notice a change in him and less
and less Stan would be around. Later I came to realise this was in fact due
to his condition (as he puts it). It took a while for doctors to get his
medication sorted out – if it’s not right then this can make you worse, as
he later told me.

Sufferers will probably have had this condition
sometime before being diagnosed. Trauma like
divorce or bereavement can act as a trigger but
this is only a thought train.

Stand up paddling came on the scene a few years later and we were the first
people on the island to embrace the sport. Mainly it was to access and ride
the offshore sand bank waves that Hayling is now known for.

So, as I was saying, having a sport which you love
certainly helps. Not only a good level of fitness
but also the social aspect combats the symptoms
– how many people do you meet at a football
match and retain their friendship? With our sport
you meet hundreds on the beach and become
long time and true friends.

Although a good many pooh poohed it as a fad, soon enough I started
seeing Stan at the beach again – this time with a paddle in hand. SUP had
served to rejuvenate his water time and gave him a reinvigorated
enthusiasm for getting afloat.
One thing that shines through with Stan is his refusal to give up. He simply
won’t lie down and stop. SUP’s diversity and opportunity for attaching a
windsurfing rig only served to stoke Stan’s salty fires further. Windsup allows
each movement to be slowed right down – giving him time to complete
moves and enjoy a fulfilling session on the water.

This winter has been exceptional, the rough
weather reshaped the Hayling sand bank. In fact
the storms totally reshaped some of the beach
huts – into matchsticks! Now waves sweep right
across the bay giving some superb long rides.

It’s now not uncommon to see Stan back out on moderately windy days
as well as during calmer periods when he uses a paddle. Back to more or
less the same levels of brine time as when I first met the chap, his passion
and enthusiasm still shine bright. Stan’s an example of how we shouldn’t
let our circumstances dictate our fate – where there’s a will, there’s a
way and all that.

There is no reason why people with this
condition (sounds better than disease) should
shy away from SUP. It’s more likely that old age
will get you first – at 63 I have no intention of
giving up just yet.

In an effort to raise awareness for the big P, Stan recently organised
a low key event – Paddle for Parkinson’s. By the time you read this a
bunch of sweepers will have raised a swag of dough for continued
research into the affliction. This once again highlights how Mr
Wheeler just won’t give up and tries his hardest to give
something back via the sport(s) he loves.

Parkinson’s has no known cure at this time
but don’t despair if you are diagnosed –
life doesn’t have to stop and work
continues to find that elusive cure.
In the meantime I am off to get a fix
on the Whopper, in the sun and on
the waves.

Stan continues to enjoy his time afloat and I’m sure he’ll be
out on the Hayling SUPer bank for many
more years to come.

Information
For more information
about Parkinson’s Disease
head over to
www.parkinsons.org.uk
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Baywatch
BaySUP is one of the original stand up paddle boarding clubs in the UK
and is based in Dorset. Being right there at the start has stood the group
in good stead and member numbers continue to grow. Many of our top
paddlers live and train in the area so there must be something in it?
Our Ed caught up with Nick Watt, one of the three founding members of
B a y S U P, f o r a n a t t e r o n a l l t h i n g s c l u b s t a n d u p .

Te l l u s a l i t t l e a b o u t t h e h i s t o ry
of BaySUP – when did it start, why
did it start and who are the
founding members?
BaySUP started on the back of a forum thread where a few guys
were talking about setting up clubs in various areas. Matt
French, Dennis Mears and I all paddled in the same area and
we could see the potential. So after a few more posts, we met in
September 2009 for our first paddle which went from Durley
Chine to Boscombe and back. BaySUP was born.

What made you think there was a
need for a SUP club in your area
and why is Boscombe/Bournemouth/
Poole so good for SUP?
The thought behind the club came naturally because we were
all interested in a new sport which was perfect for the area we
lived in. We have waves (sometimes), rivers, the stunning Poole
Harbour as well as the Jurassic Coast. It quickly became a
mecca for the sport. The area has been home to some excellent
watersports athletes for many years and it now has some of
the best paddlers in the country.

What sacrifices have to be made
for running a successful SUP club?
At the start of creating your club a great deal of time will be
sacrificed as there are lots of things to organise. Then it’s a case

of growing it and developing, which will take up lots of time! It’s a
good idea to get a committee as soon as you can so you can steer
the club in the right direction as well as get help with tasks.
Communication is key to the success of any club especially with
social media being so prevalent nowadays and managing this is
tiring – emails, phone calls, texts and then there is the monster
that is Facebook. If you are passionate enough you’ll make sure
your communication is solid and will look after your followers
regardless of whether they are members or not.

How many members does BaySUP
have and what are the benefits of
joining such a club?
We have 77 members to date. We offer discounts in shops,
access to club equipment, discounted race entry but the
biggest benefit of joining BaySUP is the people you will paddle
with and get to know. Three of us founded BaySUP and from
there we have made many friends who we paddle and socialise
with – we have built a community of paddlers (or ‘Ohana as
Westy would say). It’s great to see new members coming
through and see them become a part of this. We are also very
lucky to have highly experienced paddlers in the club who are
willing to pass on knowledge to members. Last year we saw a
massive increase in training and we had people who joined
with hardly any experience but are now good paddlers and use
the sport as a fitness tool as well as a lifestyle.
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Interview:
SUP Mag UK

Do you have any exclusive perks
available for only BaySUP members
– if so what are these?
Once you join you’ll get access to discounts in local
watersports shops and have access to club boards and paddles.
We have also started a training membership this year run by
the one and only Ryan ‘Coach’ James.

Could prospective sign ups be
members of more than one club?
Yep, we have several members who are part of other clubs. As
BaySUP was one of the first clubs around, many people joined
from different areas but they have since started clubs of their
own, which is fantastic.

Who are the stars of BaySUP (all
disciplines) and how do you think
the club environment has
contributed to their progression?
That depends on ‘stars’ of what; like Matt French is a star at
drinking ale and always excels himself and pushes himself to the
limit on all club trips. Mark Slater’s moves on the dance floor are
a sight to be seen! Seriously though, BaySUP has some amazing
paddlers, obviously we have Ryan James who is an awesome
athlete and Pete Holliday. Mark Slater and Jo Hamilton-Vale are
also up there but we have so many great paddlers within the club.
Watch out this year for young gun Charlie Gridley at the race line.
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BaySUP believe passionately in grass
ro o t s l eve l c o m p e t i t i o n . Te l l u s a b i t
about the Frostbite Race Series and
Summer Sizzler events and your
involvement in getting those off the
ground?
After a big event at Watergate Bay in September about five years ago,
the organiser signed off by thanking everyone and said: “We’ll see you in
the spring for more racing”. That got me thinking, what is the point in
stopping racing and building the sport just because it’s going to get a bit
chilly? So I spoke to a few movers and shakers at that time about a
winter race series and several locations were up for it so Frostbite Race
Series was born. Then in the summer it became Summer Sizzler. After a
year or so of running these highly successful races, they then focused
more at club level racing where the concept is to run a series of races over
the season so that local clubs could start to build. Plus this meant that
people weren’t having to travel to race. Several clubs still run a series and
BaySUP Frostbite has been going from strength to strength – there will
be a series in 2014/15. Many paddlers use these races to keep active over
the winter ready for the bigger summer events. Each year we see people
come to the series to do their first races and it’s a great feeling when you
see them get the bug and start racing nationally.

How important do you feel having a
network of SUP clubs is and how do
they contribute to the nurturing of
talent and the overall UK SUP
industry?
The club network is the lifeblood of the sport and fundamental to the
future. It’s not rocket science and we are not inventing the wheel here,
we are just doing what is done in other watersports in the UK and
around the globe. We now have a good network of clubs built by
PASSIONATE people who are right for the sport.

How do you cater for non-competitive
SUPers who want to join BaySUP –
should fair weather paddlers come
along to club nights, events and
meets?
We encourage recreational paddling through people meeting up over
Facebook, which works well. We will also be running regular paddles
through the summer. We have a high concentration of SUPers that
don’t race but enjoy the training side of the sport so they use this as a
way to keep fit, learn paddling skills and socialise. Training is not all
about elite racers.

What plans does BaySUP have moving
forwards – for development of
facilities, amenities and reasons to
join and become part of the club?
We want to start a nippers club and get more juniors involved. This is
something we have thought about for a long time but it takes a great
deal of dedication. Facilities is something which would move the club
into a totally different league and we see no reason why this can’t
happen in the future, we just need to raise enough capital.

We’re seeing increasing numbers of
stand up paddle clubs springing up all
over the UK. How do you go about
setting up your own? Do you have to
consider things like insurance and
liability implications if you want to
start a club?
Yes you will need insurance for your members. BaySUP has been
affiliated to the British Canoe Union since its birth as they offer a
simple, cost effective, no-nonsense affiliation which will get your club
off the ground. Whilst assisting to launch UK SUP Clubs, Chris Kenyon
from Central SUP put together excellent guidelines for creating a club –
http://www.uksupclubs.co.uk/start-a-club/
If you are thinking of putting a club together and you have any
questions, please use UK SUP Clubs as a resource to assist you. The
knowledge and experience within the organisation is fantastic.

If you could go back to the start what
would you do differently a second
time around?
I would have asked more ladies to get involved a lot sooner. The area is
booming with lady paddlers and I think we have missed getting more
involved because it’s been run by guys. Since our AGM in May, we now
have two lady committee members, which is great news. This will help
get more ladies on the water.
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What’s the biggest BaySUP
achievement to date and what are
your goals for the club moving
forwards?
There are probably a few but number one has to be winning the Club
Championships at Eton Dorney in August last year. We may have
only won by one point over Waterborn (who have some phenomenal
paddlers) but a win is a win hey? Why I think this is our biggest
achievement is because of the effort and club spirit that the team
showed for their club on the day. We trained hard and some people
had not been paddling for very long but they gave it absolutely
everything. To come out with a win at the end was just amazing and
we look forward to the event again this year.

SUP Instructor / Coach
C

M

Y

CM

Another achievement, which is more personal, is seeing the club start
from zero and watch people join and progress in the sport – benefitting
from what the club offers. We are creating ‘paddlers’ and we have seen
people develop their fitness, boards skills and paddling skills. Our goal
for the future is to start outrigger canoe paddling and look to purchase
a three or six man canoe. This is a great team sport and it will allow
members to work together.

MY

CY

K

I would agree, the more the clubs grow and work together the better
outlook for the future. Times are hard in the UK and SUPs are very
expensive, which prevents growth. Being able to secure funding
through Sport England to purchase equipment for members has to be
a key part to the growth. As I said earlier, we are not inventing the
wheel – clubs are how many sports evolve. Growing networks locally
with businesses, councils, universities etc will be key to building the
club and getting people involved.
We have helped many people start their own club as we are often
approached for advice. If you want any tips, please feel free to ask us
as we will be more than happy to help out.

For more info on BaySUP
head over to
www.baysup.co.uk
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- 4 Day SUP adventure
- Exclusive use of private island
- Full board in modern cottages
- Coaching from Sam Ross
- River trips, coastal paddling, downwinders, harbour tours
- Catering from professional chef
- SUPfit sessions

CMY

Many industry professionals believe
SUP clubs are the future of our sport
in the UK – do you feel this is the
case or could it grow organically on
its own?
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Round Island SUP Retreat 11th - 14th September

u k

Coaching app with technique
Professional Instructor
videos, news and courses
Training
For more information head to:

View, contact or buy online at www.remixd.co.uk
Sold and distributed by remix distribution ltd –
contact 01792 582636

thebluemile.com

Featuring

Naish 12’6 NISCO

Paddle Championships

Sprints, intermediate and distance one-design
racing open for everyone to take part

Weymouth
20th July

&

Plymouth

14th September

Register today at thebluemile.com and
do something amazing for our seas

/thebluemile

@thebluemile

Rocket in red – Fatstick 12.6ft
www.supdirect.co.uk

Having checked out Fatstick’s all round 10.6ft in the last issue,
we thought it worth getting our mitts on something
more performance-orientated from them.

The ‘Red Rocket’ is a stand out head turner on
the beach with its Ferrari red livery, sexy racing
lines, needle like nose and svelte profile
– it demands you sit up and take
notice. While nowhere near the
lightest stick on the market it’s
certainly bomb proof and relatively
easy to get to the put in – a deep
set centrally located handle
makes for a comfortable journey
to the water’s edge.
The 12.6ft hull sports a
pronounced vee concave and
water piercing bow up front. This
suggests knife like precision
through the brine and should
hopefully translate into decent
speed.
Stepping aboard, the Fatstick is
initially twitchy under foot with plenty
of rocking from rail to rail – chop only
heightens this sensation. Give it some
forward momentum, however, and
composure is regained.

CONCLUSION
For those wanting to get into
racing on a budget the Fatstick
12.6ft is a great board to take your
first forays. Competitively priced
it’s a pretty quick stick with
plenty of crossover potential for
coastal paddling away from the
race circuit. Swapping the fin to a
more performance-orientated
skeg would deliver speed
improvements.
Price: £749
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Glide is impressive
with only a few
strokes needed to
get the ‘Red
Rocket’ racing along.
The nose cuts through
wavelets efficiently – as long as the
hammer is kept down, stability issues
won’t raise their ugly head.
Reacting to changes of foot position
the 12.6ft responds well to board
trim – something that will be a
constant as paddlers aim to find the
sweet spot across a variety of
conditions. Over flat water the
Fatstick glides efficiently, while
bumpy seas will require more
concentration and rider input.
Keen to check out the board’s wider
potential it was taken into some small,
mushy waves, which surprised by being
super fun. Catching runners with ease, it
surfed pretty well as long as you hang off
the very tail.
During downwind runs it flew. Even small
rollers and moderate breeze saw much fun
being had – the Fatstick 12.6ft a great
crossover vehicle for those looking at stepping
up from a recreational board.

b o a r d s

this issue
Fatstick 12.6ft
SickStick 9.6ft
RRD iWave 8ft
RRD 12ft Tourer/Active Flex 50 vario paddle
Point 65 Rum Runner
JOBE 12.6ft Aero Race
Circle One Diva Wetsuit
Nah Skwell Maxi G 7.3ft and 10ft Longboard
Exocet 9.8ft Discovery
Red Paddle Co 12.6ft Explorer
BIC 10ft Air
Aquaite Onda carbon paddle
Kialoa Pupu adjustable paddle
Ainsworth carbon/glass paddle
Rail Saver Pro tape
Nectar sunnies
Passenger Clothing
Leashlok Hawaii coiled leash

Fatstick cater for the more budget conscious
paddler, offering stand up paddle boarding kit at
competitive prices. The 12.6ft is their flat water
speed needle designed to get those looking to
take on their first race up to speed.

s h e d : h a r d

SUP Mag UK’s test station.
If you want your product
reviewed and it will be of
interest to SUPers
Email us: reviews@
standuppaddlemag.co.uk
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gear
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Float stick – SickStick 9.6ft

kg ie t a r
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b o a r d s

www.sickstick.co.uk

SickStick enter the world of stand up paddle boards with a
range of three all round SUPs aimed squarely at the
recreational paddler. Big bold graphics that stand out in
recognisable green set the brand apart from the off, while
affordability, durability and ability to cope with a variety
of environments will get you floating with minimum
fuss and without breaking the bank.

Already providing a range of cost
effective paddles, SickStick’s ethos
for quality at competitive prices
remains intact with these new
boards.

Picking up waves with ease this is
a board with a mellow personality
– helping riders work on the
basics of stand up paddle surfing
while delivering maximum fun. It
turns well off the bottom and
floats back up to the lip with ease.
As riders develop their skills they’ll be
looking for more performance but there’ll
always be a place for a SickStick when
laid back rides are required.

The 9.6ft is the smallest in the line
up but offers ample float for most.
Heavyweights will probably do
better with one of the bigger sizes
for general flat water paddling
while the 9.6ft would work better
as a manoeuvrable surf SUP.
Contact:
www.sickstick.co.uk
Price:
Starting at £600

On the flat the SickStick tracks well
and glides as you would expect from
a board this size. When chop
increases and winds pick up it
actually continues to cope and pinches
into the breeze with minimal ‘slap’ – as long
as your weight is forward and you edge properly.
While by no means a downwind board the 9.6ft floats
on runners with minimum fuss and wobble. You won’t
be catching super long glides but it’s a confidence
building ride nonetheless.

Back to flat water and the 9.6ft offers
good stability, relative to its size, and
would make a good first time hard board
for the whole family. Durable construction
means it can be bumped around, to a
degree, although the extra fibreglass does
add some weight.
SickStick offer their stand up paddle boards with a
variety of GoPro mounting options so riders can
capture the action from multiple angles. The traction
pad is comfy and the provided fins do their job –
swapping these to something higher quality will eek
out a touch more performance.

CONCLUSION
SickStick make no
bones about which
market they’re aiming
at. Focusing on
recreational paddlers
ensures a cost effective
and versatile craft that
will remain part of
quivers for years. The
9.6ft is a great ‘do it all’
stand up paddle board
for light to middle
weights while being a
good step down mellow
wave SUP for bigger
boned individuals.
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Prefer the paper version?
SUP Mag UK is your one stop shop for all things stand up paddle related from our green
and pleasant land. Awesome travel features, spotlight focus interviews, with the stars of
the sport, grass roots level reports, gear reviews and everything else in between and it’s
available in print. Printed on top quality 115gsm matt paper with thick laminated
covers - it’s top notch!
To subscribe to a printed copy visit: www.standuppaddlemag.co.uk/subscribe.html
The printed paper version at retails at £5.99
inc P&P for a single issue or £16.99 inc P&P for
a yearly subscription of all three magazines.

Published:
April issue:
April 10th
July issue:
July 4th
September issue: September 10th

If you have any queries please
call: 01480 465081
Email: subs@thepaddler.co.uk
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Grip and performance –
RRD iWave 8ft
RRD’s iWave is a super fun bit of kit for anyone who
frequents good punchy waves with a bit of oomph.
Relatively stable for a board of 103L x 28”, any competent
to advanced stand up paddle surfer (up to 85kg)
should have no trouble riding the iWave – although
the heavier you are the more challenging it’ll be.
On clean swells it’s always best choosing
the path of least resistance through the
flotsam – rips and channels will make
lighter work of getting out back and it’s
no different with the RRD. The bigger
boned rider may even consider
paddling prone to get over white water
humps if there isn’t a defined pathway.
Further info :
www.seaspritesports.com
Prices:
Classic starts at RRP £849
Pro starts at RRP £1299

The iWave responds well to pumping and taking off
early is still easy to accomplish on this small stick –
something which performance surf SUPs can lack.
Once up to speed the true
colours of the RRD really shine
through. You can crank off
the bottom as hard as you
dare – even with small fins
the tail locks in, grips and
slingshots you back up
towards lips with some
serious speed. Whatever
manoeuvre you choose next
is your call – how far do you
want to push it, that’s the
question?
Layback cutties, lip smashes, airs or
sick gouges, it’s all possible with the
iWave. Those who love to slide a bit of
tail may be slightly disappointed as
the grip of the RRD is phenomenal. At
no time did the board feel like it was
going to slide out, giving the rider even
more confidence to push the envelope.

Once past the breakers it’s fairly easy to
position yourself accordingly. Sweepers
with heavy footwork will need to adopt a
ballerina-esque demeanour and learn to
keep their weight firmly over the centre line
when taking off. If you don’t then it’s a
dunking I’m afraid – clumping your size 12s
about is a no, no…

CONCLUSION
There’s no denying the fact that RRD’s
iWave 8ft surf SUP is a serious swell
slaying machine. Unfortunately, due
to weight restrictions, it isn’t for
everyone. Those middle weights with
adequate skills should be able to
unlock its potential while lighter
sweepers will benefit from the throw
about nature. Grips like stink and
drives through turns like a good ‘un –
if you’re after a high performance
oriented surf SUP then this could be it!
Big boned rippers should look at the
Antoine Albeau designed Cosmo SUP
range for heavy weight stand up
paddle surf performance.
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www.seaspritesports.com

www.robertoriccidesigns.com/
shop/i-wave-classic/
www.robertoriccidesigns.com/
shop/i-wave-pro/
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Photo: Matt
Matt Parker
Parker
Photo:

Scan QR-code
to find Werner
produtcs online

www.wernerpaddles.com

European Distribution by System X

www.systemxeurope.com

b o a r d s
s h e d : h a r d
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Stylishly touring –
RRD 12ft Tourer/Active Flex
50 vario paddle
www.seaspritesports.com

Stand up paddle boarding doesn’t have to be
about pushing the extremes and getting all
gnarly. Sometimes it’s nice to just cruise in
the sunshine, take it all in, check out the
scenery and soak up those summer rays.

Further info :
www.seaspritesports.com
Prices:
RRD 12ft/paddle RRP:
£1799

Most surprising was how well the RRD
coped with a few small waves – endless
slides are what the rider will be rewarded with
in small, non-critical surf.

Trust the Italians to come up with
something as stylish and sexy as a
stand up paddle board based on
the aesthetics of the Riva
Aquarama (Google it). Roberto Ricci
has designed a touring board that
looks the bee’s knees. OK, beauty is
subjective, but we think the finish on
this 12ft log is right up there and who’s
not going to love driving a sled so bling?

Combining this with RRD’s Active Flex 50 vario
paddle is a match made in heaven. The unique twist
and lock adjustable shaft system allows for
incremental refinements in length while its narrow
diameter feels comfortable in the hands. Svelte blade
and ergonomic moulded palm grip completes the look.

Although the 12ft is certainly eye candy
there’s no lack of performance – in fact it
has bags! On the flat paddlers will be
rewarded by proactivity. Inching forward
engages the bow, dragging upwind if there’s any breeze
knocking about. Step back and the nose lifts – catching
a few breezy runners is certainly a possibility. By no
means a downwind board, the 12ft glides effortlessly. If
the water gets rough the high ride can be unstable with
chop bouncing off the rails – once back on flatter water
composure is regained.

The paddle is a stiff beast to say the least, rewarding
decent paddling technique with instant feedback.
Powering your SUP forwards, this sweeper is all about
efficiency and nipping about at warp speed. You’d
think it too much for the 12ft RRD Tourer, and yet, it
works in tandem perfectly.
But this is a touring stick and riders will want to step off
the gas, mostly. Sweeping gently along your local stretch
is perfectly applicable with RRD’s paddling weapon, it
just means when you come to power up it also reacts!

CONCLUSION
Über sexy good looks of the RRD
12ft Tourer will make any stand
up paddler stand out from the
crowd. Yet it’s not all glitz and
sparkle and no substance.
There’s a decent level of red line
potential hidden away which you
can unleash with a suitably
aggressive paddle – enter the
Active Flex 50 vario. With its
super stiff shaft and
performance-orientated
leanings, it’s a great weapon for
waves or flat water.
If you’re looking for an
individualistic product to make
use of lazy summer days at your
local spot then the 12ft is it.
Combine this with the Active Flex
50 paddle and you can switch on
the performance at will.
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R R D
S U P

I N F L A T A B L E
C O L L E C T I O N

ROBERTORICCIDESIGNS.COM - INFO@ROBERTORICCIDESIGNS.COM

AIRKID Conv
Conv..

AIRWAVE
AIRW AVE

AIRSUP

8’0”x30”x4”

8’6”x31”x4”
9’0”x31½”x4”

9’8”x32”x4¼”
10’2”x32”x4¼”
10’4”x34”x4½”

AIRSUP Conv
Conv..
9’8”x32”x4¼”
10’2”x32”x4¼”
10’4”x34”x4½”

AIRSURF Rescue

AIRCRUISER

AIRA
AIRACE
CE

AIRVENTURE

10’5”x31”x4¼”

12’0”x32”x6”

12’6”x30”x6”

12’0”x36”x6”

Snap it up!
Point 65 Rum Runner
b o a r d s

www.point65.com

We were first introduced to the modular snap
together SUP at Germany’s Canoe Expo in
October last year. At the time it was just a
polystyrene model but seeing just how easy it
was to use Point 65’s Snap Tap system on their
kayak range, we couldn’t wait to get our hands
on one.
here

kg ie t a r
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products are distributed in the UK and Ireland by Lyon Equipment - www.lyon.co.uk

Further info :
www.point65.com
Prices:
Rum Runner 11.5: £730.00
Rum Runner 12.5: £810.00

First observation is obvious – you don’t need a
roof rack. We loaded the Rum Runner into the
back of our ever dependable Rav4 and off to
the river we went.

the rear section has a
retractable fin plus carry handle.
Performance wise, the Rum
Runner displacement hull excels
in its role as an SUP tourer on the
water; straight tracking is spot on,
stability is nicely balanced
alongside a nimble turn of speed
and manoeuvrability.

When you get there, the three-part hull is
as easy as 1-2-3 to snap together and off
you go (see the video bottom right).
The river is the natural environment for
the Rum Runner where you can pack
plenty of items including a small tent if
necessary, into the forward
compartment – it gives you the freedom to
explore without the worry of getting your
belongings wet.

I’m still very much a beginner in terms
of SUP but I very soon became very
much at ease with the board and before
long started to have quite a bit of fun,
attempting moves that I hadn’t tried before.
Review by Peter Tranter

Regarding surf, Point 65 recommend you don’t
use the Rum Runner with waves above three
feet, as this can damage the Snap Tap system.
We used the 12.5 board that can carry up to 300lbs
with its extended mid-section covered with a very
comfortable soft padded EVA foam that gives plenty
of grip. This section is also equipped with a built-in
Slide-Trax system which allows you to fully customise it
to your specific needs such as seating, fishing gear etc.
Aside from the watertight hatch, the front section
also contains two cup holders plus a carry handle and

Watch the video

CONCLUSION
Overall the modular system of
assembling and taking apart
worked very well, though I
would recommend you try it in
your garden a few times before
your first paddle as it
definitely improves with
practice.
Easy to live with, to transport
and to store, Point 65 haven’t
missed a trick. The rotomoulded hull can be heavy
when assembled but it is tough
and impact resistant.
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here

Point 65ºN products are distributed in the UK and Ireland by Lyon Equipment - www.lyon.co.uk

b o a r d s

www.nahskwell-sup.com

Surf SUPs finally seem to be coming of age in 2014 with
brands catering for all levels and preferences of rider. Nah
Skwell’s 10ft Longboard and 7.3ft Maxi G are two eye
catching bits of candy that prove this point. It’s good to
see ‘other’ types of rider and geography being thought
about. We’re not all blessed with perfect surf and most
regularly find ourselves sweeping gutless slop.
On paper the 10ft and
7.3ft look wildly
different, and yet,
after a few sessions
you’ll start to feel
similarities.

Contact:
info@kaisports.co.uk
Prices:
10ft Longboard SRP:
£1049
7.3ft Maxi-G SRP: £999

Having had a few
sessions in small
to medium waves,
with varying levels
of power, I’m now
convinced these
two sticks are ‘the
hardest easiest
shapes you’ll ever
ride!’ Jumping on
either sled initially
feels wobbly,
relative to its size,
which could put you
off. Yet give them time
and their true colours reveal.

back upright after reaching
that critical point. Go with
it, keep ankles soft, and
the once perceived
instability is in fact
just a boisterous and
lively personality
itching to break out.
Each board is super
loose and
manoeuvrable
on the wave.
The
Longboard,
which will
come as no
surprise, is
slightly
stiffer and
prefers a more
drawn out bottom
turn – moving the
central thruster fin will
deliver different feels. Similarly the Maxi G also
prefers this style of turn off the bottom – over cook it
and you’ll spin out, the high quality twinzer FCS fins
sliding out.
Whippy off the top, with the 10ft needing riders
centred over the tail, both sticks love a good lip bash.
Pushing hard squirt buckets on flatter sections with
the Maxi G’s frantic Jack Russell like nature giving it
the edge on speed – you’ll need to ‘work it’ to red line
though, whereas the 10ft just cruises.

Rocking each plank onto rails reveals the ‘safety net’.
Reacting to overzealous footwork they’ll cork paddlers

Forget nose riding the Maxi G, this is 10ft territory –
possibly one of the best hang ten vehicles I’ve

kg ie t a r
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Cut from the same cloth –
Nah Skwell Maxi G 7.3ft
and 10ft Longboard
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Discovery mission –
Exocet 9.8ft Discovery
www.exocet-or iginal.com

Both boards excel in slower waves although I’d
always plump for the 10ft if I had to cover
distance to a take off. At this point it’s worth
mentioning the Longboard’s glide – it really is
startlingly good. So much so it actually works,
to some extent, as a small downwind log. The
Maxi G is only 7.3ft and is always going to be
trickier in a straight line.

The first thing you notice when jumping aboard the
Exocet 9.8ft Discovery is how lively it feels. Although
it’s moderate in length it feels compact and loose
under foot, without stability being an issue. There’s
enough ‘platform’ to keep most standing tall on flat
water although heavier boned paddlers may do
better on something slightly bigger when the water
chops up.
As far as iSUPs go the 9.8ft Discovery is an all round
beast – poised to offer touring SUP opportunities,
general larking about at the beach tomfoolery and
even sojourns into small waves.

Both suit the needs of riders looking for real
world performance. The 10ft Nah Skwell is
obviously the more traditional feeling out of the
two with its narrow tail providing plenty of pivot
and wider nose satisfying soul arch purists. The
Maxi G meanwhile is a great shape for cruisers
wanting to switch things up.

Inflation is easy enough with the standard pump
supplied, while the fixed US Box fin gives a decent level
of performance intermediates will be happy with. Once
blown up it’s a pretty solid plank to stand on with only
a small degree of play as you ride over chop – to be
expected with inflatables.
Paddling into wind can be a mission with the upturned
nose and sub 10ft length requiring more effort,
whereas, surprisingly, heading back with the breeze is
quite impressive. By no means a downwind stick, it still
tracks and glides well for the type of board it is.

CONCLUSION
Both require the same technique to get the
most out of bottom turning but give
versatility in small to medium waves. If the
swell is punchy and waist to head high then
I’d choose the Maxi G. For anything smaller
or bigger I’d go 10ft Longboard – maximising
the glide to get in early. If it’s choppy with
distance to cover I’d reach for the 10ft while
a more traditional, but equally choppy,
break would see me leashing up the Maxi G.

We didn’t really get the opportunity to test it any decent swell but it was chucked at a few
onshore south coast dribblers and it fared well. Larger paddlers will need to give it some more
oomph to get onto a face while smaller sweepers won’t have an issue.
Bungee cord up front gives the option for storage when on sweeping adventures, although
ladening down the Discovery too much isn’t advised – a bigger board would be better if you have
excess kit to take along on exploratory missions.
The bag supplied is comfy with padded shoulder straps making for a pleasant journey to your
chosen put in. If travelling to foreign climes I’d personally get hold of a totally closed rucksack so
you can stow other belongings away from prying eyes.

Either of these SUPs has enough individual
performance to keep most stand up paddle
surfers happy. If you want total dominance
and versatility in small to medium size
waves, however, and you can stump up cash
for both, then I’d take that leap. Rail to rail
chargers should look to the brand’s Surf
Series for a more hardcore ride.
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Conclusion
All in, the Exocet 9.8ft Discovery is a well manufactured recreational inflatable stand up paddle
board. Perfect for light to middle weight intermediates as a ‘do everything’ stick, while heavier
sweepers would use it as a smaller board for messing about in moderate waves.
Price: £699
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s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

So why compare these
two sticks?

kg ie t a r

paddled. I’m no ‘toes over chap’ myself but
found it super easy to lock into the pocket and
walk the plank. Try this with the Maxi G and
you’ll bury it!

Enjoyable exploration –
Red Paddle Co 12.6ft Explorer

kg ie t a r

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

http://redpaddleco.com

Having been on a few inflatable SUPs of late,
jumping aboard Red Paddle Co’s 12.6ft Explorer is a
unique experience. There’s definitely a specific
feel with the brand’s gear. A Red iSUP tends to feel
a lot flatter decked than many and sits much
lower in the water. Even though the Explorer is
perfectly stable, the lower ride only adds to its
calm and composed nature.

Further info :
http://redpaddleco.com/
blog/board/126
Price: £929

have stuck on the nose. This is great for
newbies still having issues keeping in a
straight line or better paddlers happy to
cruise with the minimum of changes.
Fins provided were fine while the deck
pad gave good grip and inspired
confidence.

It fits comfortably under your arm with
the centrally located webbing strap
providing enough to grab on to. Once at
the water’s edge, it’s simply a case of
launch and go.
As you would expect from a board called
the Explorer it eats up miles with ease,
cutting an efficient line through the brine.
While not as piercing as some harder models,
it’s no less a worthy cruiser and would be fine in
open water, with minimal chop and swell, or on
inland lakes and rivers chewing up distance.
The flat deck and super hard feel ensure there’s
minimum play. Of course, there’s a little ‘bend’ – this is
an inflatable after all – but it’s on the minimal side (as
long as you inflate correctly). In fact I’d say the Explorer
has much less give than many other iSUPs. Red Paddle
go to great lengths to improve the board’s authentic
‘hard’ feel and any paddler jumping on board will
benefit as a result.
Tracking through the water was extremely efficient,
with much of this down to the guide foil the brand

Putting the hammer down saw the 12.6ft
Explorer get up to a decent speed. You’re
never going to win races on this board but
then that’s not really the point. Cruising and
covering ground in good time is where the
Explorer’s forte lies and as the brand themselves say:
‘seeing what’s around the next bend’ is the fun of
paddling it.
Red have put a lot of thought into their bag with
everything folding neatly up and securing in a
comfortable package. If you’re the type of SUPer who
loves going the distance, checking out new locations
and chewing up the miles, but struggle with logistics
of getting back to point A, this is the board (and bag)
for you.

CONCLUSION
Red Paddle Co are right on the
money with their inflatable
stand up technology and their
products speak for themselves.
Red aim squarely at the type of
paddling that most SUPers do –
regardless of skill level. What you
get is a quality design
manufactured to put a smile on
your face and deliver
performance for all paddling
scenarios. A great distance iSUP
for either coastal or inland
cruising/exploratory missions.
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www.jobe sports.c om
JOBE offered to let us try this board on our recent SUP Marathon. It’s a little
bigger than most 12.6ft touring / race boards available but a similar shape.
It’s a good looking board and we liked the graphics and appearance. Quite
a few people asked: ‘is that really an inflatable?’
On water it felt very firm and stable. The 31” width makes it a bit slower than
some but it’s a good solid platform. During testing we hit a few choppy
patches and gusty winds up to 20mph. Lots of passing boats made the
Thames more choppy than usual, but the board coped well.

The red deck is practical and does not require constant cleaning. In London
this is a big bonus, as Thames mud makes white boards age very quickly.
Some manufacturers seem more geared up to selling boards designed for use
on clean beaches – not for use on urban rivers, estuaries and canals where
most of the world’s population live.
The centre fin is a box type nylon fin, which means you could replace it for a
quality carbon fin or a weed fin. It is easy enough to remove.
The rucksack is not the best in terms of shoulder straps and comfort – not
ideal if you have carry the board for long distances. However it is waterproof
and lightweight, which makes carrying wet kit easier.
The pump provided works well. I was able to get the board up to 16psi (1psi
over the recommended maximum) efficiently and quickly. It’s one of the new
generation of longer, thinner pumps, which makes the inflation process
better. As a cyclist used to using track pumps I could never understand why
for years buyers of air boards, selling for £800 plus, were being provided
cheap and ineffective pumps – this is now being addressed.

Conclusion
Overall we like this board and will be including them in our fleet for SUP
lessons and hire. The RRP of £800 makes it one of the cheapest 12.6ft
boards available in the UK. A good touring air board for heavier riders
and for anyone who puts a premium on stability.
Price: £800
For more information about Jobe SUP check out
www.jobesports.com/products/sup/
Thanks to Paul Hyman at Active 360 for penning this report.

s h e d : a c c e s s o r i e s

We swapped a paddlers 12.6ft board with the JOBE, when she was struggling
to balance, and she found it to be much more stable. For less experienced
riders this board may actually be faster in rough conditions because they can
focus on moving forward rather than staying upright.

kg ie t a r

A job for JOBE –
JOBE 12.6ft Aero Race

Rubber up! –
Circle One Diva 3mm
http://www.circle-one.co.uk
Donning and wearing a wetsuit was a completely new
experience for me. I spoke to Circle One and explained what I
needed, a wetsuit to keep me warm and dry should I find
myself in the river or sea when paddle boarding, an activity I
love but to which I am still a relative newcomer. They supplied
the Diva in 3mm thickness as I was wearing it on the Thames
at the end of March. As it turned out this was the hottest day of
the year to that point, so perhaps I would have managed
without – but it gave me enormous confidence that whatever
happened I would be fine and not hypothermic.
At first the whole experience of being in a wetsuit is somewhat
'alien' but within minutes it really did feel like a second skin with
the necessary level of flexibility where needed to paddle my
board and generally move around comfortably. The look was
sleek and stylish; black, grey and pink, yes pink – and anyone
who knows me is aware of my pink fetish.
That day I tried out at least eight boards, up and down the river,
and have to say felt very unaware of being in the suit for the first
few hours. As the temperature rose I got very warm but found it
easy to open the suit and cool a little before resuming paddling.
Did I fall in? Jump in? No, truthfully, in my determination to test
the suit I accidentally walked off the ramp and was completely
(for a short period, thankfully) submerged in the murky waters of
the Thames. But I was not cold; the suit works beautifully and I
would definitely say that whilst in nature I am not a Diva, the
Diva worked very well for me. Putting plastic bags on my feet to
put on the wetsuit was a useful tip but it was not a problem to
put on or take off. Loved it!

Conclusion
Circle One’s Diva 3mm summer suit offers good flexibility
for paddling while keeping you warm and toasty. A fairly
flattering look, this is a great suit for general SUP antics
through the summer. Available as either full LQS version or
regular GBS.
Price: LQS £159.99, GBS £129.99
For more info check out www.circleone.co.uk/wetsuits/diva-32-summer.
Review by Anne Egan.

Floating on air –
BIC 10ft Air

kg ie t a r

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

www.bicsup.com
Not the most rigid of sticks (there is
some ‘play’ as you paddle along – to
be expected) the BIC nevertheless
glides well on the flat, picks up
windy bumps with ease and is
surprisingly agile on a wave.

BIC have been floating around SUP for a while. In that
short time they’ve been responsible for a plethora
of affordable performance gear aimed at all
comers. The iconic BIC branding doesn’t just
adorn disposable razor packs and throwaway
pens! The company produces a line of
performance stand up paddle boarding kit –
sported by the UK’s very own Pete Holliday,
who uses BIC sleds to devastating effect.
Contact:
info@ultrasporteu.com
Price: £799

During a recent sojourn to the
Caribbean I got their 10ft Air
iSUP to try out. The Air is touted
as being an all round stick you
can take and store anywhere. Most
will be aware of the easy to
transport properties of inflatables
and the BIC is no different. The brand,
however, has thought things through and
also provides a svelte and lightweight pump
and removable central fin. Rolling up into a tight
package the 10ft Air and associated paraphernalia
stow away neatly and securely.
The only fly in the ointment was the bag, which,
although robust, has mesh panelling that gives
visibility inside. Paranoid travellers may not be
comfortable with this. Not being able to secure the
bag meant valuables had to be stored elsewhere.
During the trip the BIC Air 10ft was thrown at a
variety of different conditions – from shallow live
coral reef breaks to full power downwind conditions
and general touring scenarios. In all instances the
board performed well – durability and versatility
shining through.

Larger riders may find the next
size up more stable while
lightweights will be fine with the
10ft. The ride from the deck is
quite high relative to the Air’s
narrow width, making for a wobbly
experience in some conditions – side
chop in particular. Blowing up the BIC was
super easy – much less work than with
some. Moulded side bite fins help with
tracking along the flat but do little with
providing grip during wave sliding antics.
The central fin provided is fine for
downwind and coastal touring but
swapping to something smaller allowed for
better surf performance. A US box fitting
allows different skegs to be used although it’s a
slight faff having to use an Allen key to tighten and
release the fin (although screws are no better and can
also easily be lost). Bungee cord is located on the
nose for storage, although I wouldn’t have wanted a
gear laden craft – bigger sizes will be better for this.
BIC’s 10ft Air is a good all round inflatable SUP –
great on downwind runs, although riders will have to
watch their trim, and surprisingly agile in surf.
Choppy conditions aren’t really the BIC’s forte and
sheltered water would always be a better call.
The supplied pump was a joy to use while riders can
eek out more performance by swapping the central
fin. A robust and durable finish with everything
folding up neatly into its bag rounds out this versatile
bit of kit.

CONCLUSION
As a one board only
quiver, for those
mainly paddling on
sheltered or inland
waters, with a bit of
coastal action thrown
in for good measure,
the BIC Air 10ft will
tick middle to
lightweight all round
paddlers’ boxes. Good
for slow/small waves,
touring and moderate
downwind paddling.
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Onda money –
Aquaite Onda carbon paddle

www.ain sworthpaddl es.co .uk

Having a good paddle is really important to get the best out of SUP.
There’s a lot of choice out there and some very good offers at the top
end of the market. However, most novice paddlers are unable or
unwilling to spend £250-350 on a paddle and tend to buy heavy and
badly designed budget paddles. We have found it hard to find good,
robust paddles at the mid-range.

www.aquaite.com

Paddles are an important part of your quiver and feel is
everything. Subtle nuances with design and tweaks across
brands can make searching out your perfect stick a bit of a
headache. And yet, with a bit of research, it’s possible to
discover your perfect paddling partner.

Taking inspiration from high performance kayaking, the
Ainsworth stick features a stiff blade with spine running
along the scoop for improved hydrodynamics and
efficiency. The carbon shaft is extremely stiff and during
strokes barely flexes. Directly transferring power into the
Ainsworth is a highly efficient process – as soon as you hit
the water you’ll be gunning along at a fair old pace.

After a few trials on the Thames we took it off to the India
Surf Festival to test properly. The paddle was used by many
people at the festival while we were there to coach and run
sessions. It was then used for a pilot SUP coaching course
and on various river, sea and lake trips. We offered it up freely
to be used by anyone including many complete beginners.
Months later after continued heavy, school use the paddle is still
in good condition and showing few signs of wear. This is good as our last wood veneer paddle
started looking rough after a few months of use by one coach. Several of our demo adjustables
in this price range have been badly damaged and are barely usable after lighter use.

The Ainsworth really takes no prisoners and doesn’t
forgive less than perfect technique. SUPers not used to
turbo powered machines like this should take it easy at
first, gauging how to get the most from this stick. Covering
distance is no issue and acceleration is very impressive.
From catch to recovery you’ll be constantly driving
forwards – distance, endurance and racing is where its
pedigree lies.

Performance is good and most of our coaches and regular paddlers like the Aquaite. The paddle
releases water well and handles like a good mid-range paddle should. It has a nice positive feel
and is light enough, although not in the league of good carbon paddles. The coloured edge
makes it easy to locate if dropped in surf or rough sea. The adjustment is easy and robust.

This isn’t to say you
can’t use the
Ainsworth in the surf.
In fact, the
propulsion boost you
get allows for late
take offs and an
increased speed
through flat sections.

Conclusion
The Aquaite is an ideal first paddle for anyone wanting a reasonably priced adjustable
for heavy use. Its toughness and looks should help it to hold its value if you plan to sell
and upgrade. It’s also a good progression paddle for a novice or intermediate paddler
wanting to move up from a basic heavy paddle. It’s even tough enough for SUP school
use with beginners or intermediate paddlers. Active360 will be stocking these soon and
testing others in the Aquaite range.
Price: £259

The design of the blade
is very kayak like and as
such has quite full
shoulders. This does mean
the Ainsworth doesn’t fit as
snugly against the rail as
perhaps some prefer. Rail to rail
changes also felt a little
cumbersome compared to other
more dedicated surf blades,
although this is something you get
used to the more time you spend in
waves.

Thanks to Paul Hyman at Active 360 for the review - www.active360.co.uk

CONCLUSION
For paddlers who love power,
efficiency, pure paddling
performance and a stiff shaft the
Ainsworth glass/carbon SUP paddle
fits the bill perfectly.
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We were given one of Aquaite’s paddles in Feb to try out in India on
our project there. When David Swift from Aquaite delivered the
paddle the first reaction was good. It’s very aesthetically
pleasing with bamboo veneer and a pink / orange tip. Most
people find it a very attractive paddle.

The Ainsworth carbon shaft/glass blade paddle comes
from their performance range and it’s a bit of a beast! The
company’s pedigree stretches back 35 years and they
certainly know a thing or two about paddle shapes.

kg ie t a r

Paddling the beast –
Ainsworth carbon/glass
paddle

(Not) blinded by the light –
Nectar sunnies

www.se aspritesp orts.com

www.remix d.co.uk

Kialoa’s entry level adjustable Pupu SUP paddle is a feature packed
product hailing from a brand with a firm heritage embedded in paddle
sports. With a stiff fibreglass shaft, well thought out spring loaded
LeverLock adjustment shaft and Ergo-Palm grip, this is one wallet
friendly piece of kit that looks the biz.

Nectar was founded by a couple of mates who grew up
skating and surfing, something you can tell instantly from
the designs. Calling on the classic Wayfarer style, but
adding a touch of attitude, Nectar have produced a line of
stylish but practical optics for the discerning water baby.

s h e d : a c c e s s o r i e s

Sleek and simple –
Kialoa Pupu adjustable paddle

The Pupu isn’t the lightest of sweepers on the market but it’s certainly
not heavy and having used it for extended periods of time it remained
comfortable and efficient without adding to any feelings of fatigue.
Working well on flat water it propels you over distance with ease and is
great for less intimidating surf environments.
If you’re a family of SUPers on a budget, or looking for an affordable stick
for travelling, the Pupu fits the bill nicely offering plenty of bang for your
buck and a decent level of performance to boot. Applicable to various
stand up environments, the Kialoa is a great piece of kit whatever
scenario you choose to chuck it at.
The LeverLock shaft adjustment allows users to tinker with length while
on the fly. Sometimes paddlers may feel like lengthening or shortening
their paddles to be more or less reactive. Kialoa’s lever locking system
allows for this in a quick, smooth and hassle free manner.

CONCLUSION
If you’re looking for a well priced, efficient and feature packed
engine for your stand up paddle board then Kialoa’s Pupu will fit the
bill nicely. Super comfy to use with a revolutionary shaft adjustment
system, it’s a well thought out design with plenty of performance to
unlock. Great for travelling, as a back up stick or your main
recreational tool.
Price: £159

Getting hold of the Absinthe and Breck models meant I could
put them to good use while in Grenada (see full feature in
April’s issue). The bright and powerful Caribbean sun was no
match for these beauties which shut out the glare and allowed
me to paddle in comfort on the flat. Lounging on the beach is
also a joy with no squint inducing UV creeping through.
In the UK they’ve been used during days we’ve had occasional
glimpses of that big ball of fire in the sky. The mirrored lenses
do a sterling job of refracting light and the comfy relaxed
fitting of both pairs means they can be popped on my bonce
and forgotten about.
Nectar offer a wide choice of models to suit all tastes and
you’ll be sure to find something that fits your personality if
you hit up their website.
As summer finally kicks in every paddler worth his or her salt
needs a decent part of sunnies for cruising to the beach,
enjoying some flat water SUP fun, après beer quaffage or
spicing it up at a beach BBQ – Nectar should fit the bill nicely!
For more info on the Nectar range head over to
www.nectarsunglasses.com and check out what’s going
down – available in the UK through www.remixd.co.uk
Info: matt@remixdistribution.co.uk
Price: £19.99 and £24.99 for polarized
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Incremental refinements of paddle length make it super easy to locate
your desired setting while the stiffness of the Pupu delivers defined
feedback during all parts of the stroke – not too shabby for an all round
weapon.
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Mount up!
K4 harness mount

www.RailSaverPRO.com

www.k4fins.com/2012/07/k4-harness-mount/

Everybody needs a pimp looking sled and having the option to
colourfully trick out your ride while adding some necessary protection
is never a bad thing. It’s no secret that SUP paint jobs can suffer at the
hands of overzealous paddle technique, resulting in annoying chips
and scuffs. But this is where Rail Saver Pro tape comes in to stop that
annoyance dead in its tracks.

There’s no two ways about this; wearing a windsurfing harness, with a
protruding carbon tube sticking out, while stand up paddling looks
pretty mental. Funny looks abound as you don this unusual looking
contraption.

Hailing from the sunnier climes of Barcelona, Spain, Rail Saver Pro is
manufactured to look fantastic and give some necessary rail armour to
your stick. Coming in a variety of colours, you’ll be able to match the
exact hue and tone to your desired preference, mood or style – pin
point customisation while saving the paint job of your SUP is bang on.
Easy to apply with its sticky back; a few short minutes will
have your board rocking a roll ‘o’ tape and you
heading out for your next sesh. You can then rest
easy, peaceful in mind you’ll not be causing any further
damage to your prized possession.
Even after giving the rails a good clunking the Rail Saver
Pro tape stuck fast and deflected glancing blows.
Inspection back at the beach revealed no marks, chips
or dinks, making this a necessary piece of kit for your
stand up paddle arsenal.

CONCLUSION
Accessory gear like Rail Saver Pro tape is often
overlooked, yet something that keeps your
sled in pristine conditions shouldn’t be.
Awesome graphics/colourways and
functionality make this a must have SUP
product – pair with a paddle guard for even
more protection.
Price: 41 Euros – 51 Euros

And yet, on inspecting the results at the end of your session, you’ll be
surprised. The full wide shot angle that captures all the action – your
board, you the paddler and the riding as it unfolds – makes the K4
harness mount one of the best ways of documenting first person SUP
sessions. A number of other quality GoPro mounting systems are
available – check out the Flymount review in April’s issue – but none
document the ‘in the moment’ action quite like the K4.
There are a couple of niggly points to address though. It’s in the name,
but K4’s harness mount was originally designed with windsurfing in
mind, hence why you’ll need a windsurfing harness to make it work.
Understandably not all paddlers will have this piece of kit so will need
to get hold of one if intending to use the K4 mount. But fear not as
second hand harnesses are available for quite cheap from the usual
outlets.
Having a pole jutting out behind you, that DOES waggle about as you
stroke, twist and pull, is slightly off-putting at first. It’s slightly
disconcerting having your GoPro wafting about above your head and
thoughts of durability enter your mind. And yet, having tried this in a
variety of scenarios (both windsurfing and SUP, waves and flat water)
the mount stays (surprisingly) solid – as long as you’ve followed the
instructions and secured it correctly.
You do have to switch your GoPro on before you hit the water. This
results in a lot of footage or shots of faffing about that you’ll have to
wade through later. Niggles aside though, K4’s harness mount is a
decent bit of gear that captures a unique image angle.

CONCLUSION
A slightly batty design, but no less effective, K4’s GoPro harness
mount captures some superb angles and is surprisingly applicable
to stand up paddling – if you can get over
wearing a windsurfing harness and
having a carbon pole extending
from your back. Comes in
standard length, 65, or
extended to give an even
better view at 85.
Price: starting at £65
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Tape ‘n’ save! –
Rail Saver Pro tape
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(Leash) lok’d in –
Leashlok Hawaii coiled leash

www.passenger-clothing.com

www.remix d.co.uk

We all like to look our best – whether chillaxing at the beach, lounging
about at home or heading for a session on the water. Passenger
Clothing offer some of the freshest threads around and feature a
distinct clean look with knocked back colours and graphics suggesting
a horizontal outlook and an essence of calm.

Leashlok Hawaii are endorsed by none other than SUPerstar Kody
Kerbox – which should tell you everything you need to know about
the brand. Their touring/racing coiled leashes are super strong bits
of kit that will last an age. Easy to attach to your stick with a quick
release system, should you get snagged, that comes off in one swift
movement – piece of mind as standard.

For anyone who doesn’t like big brand surf corporates then Passenger
Clothing offers something different from their range. Being based in
the UK also helps and having an owner obviously connected to the
ocean is another tick in the box.
I’ve been sporting some of Passenger’s clobber for a number of weeks
now and have to say that it’s extremely satisfying to be asked about
the t-shirt you’re wearing and where these threads can be purchased.
Talking points aside, Passenger gear is extremely comfortable, well
designed and manufactured and is one of only a handful of ‘surf’
brands that understand SUP – even rarer is that they get UK stand up.

Having attached the Leashlok Hawaii to your leg, its lightweight design
allows it to be forgotten while you focus on the job in hand – paddling!
During distance excursions it never once felt uncomfortable – even
after a dunking. Some products can be abrasive against bare flesh
when salty and wet but not so here.
Putting the leash to the test in a downwind scenario; there’s enough
stretch to not ping back after bailing and it remains in solid contact,
even while being buffeted by the wind. Some leashes can tug against
joints if not up to the job, whereas the Leashlok Hawaii leash stayed
comfy and snug fitting at all times.
It was even taken into small waves – an environment not ideally suited
to coiled leashes but one which reveals the true nature and
performance. It did its job admirably and while not something we’d
recommend, if you find yourself without your surf leash then this will
do the job and get you out there.

CONCLUSION

CONCLUSION

If you’re looking for something new and slightly different this
season then check out Passenger Clothing and what they have to
offer. ‘It’s all about the journey…’

Leashlok Hawaii’s range of ‘leg ropes’ is impressive. Well
manufactured with thought out designs, their leash accessories are
a must for all paddlers’ kit boxes. Leashlok Hawaii is distributed in
the UK by Remix Distribution.

Tees from £21

Price: £26 – £32

Hoody/Crew from £40
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Richard Sutcliffe, the brand’s founder, is an avid board slider and
subscribes massively to an alternative way of thinking when in the
drink. Although a surfer at heart, Rich admits he’s an aficionado of
slightly alternative sled shapes, such as SUPs, and is in it purely for the
discovery of new sensations and ways of drawing lines with a board
(and paddle).
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…the journey –
Passenger Clothing

